
GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-01 

June 12, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Ethan Felson – Division 6 Rep 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep  

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Donald Orloski – Division 8/Summer Div. B Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Scott Schmidt – Division 2 Rep (Absent)   Alan Amechazurra – Member-At-Large  

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)    

Wayne Gurreri – Division 4 Rep     
Rob Frazier – Division 5/Summer Div. A Rep (Absent)  

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:36 PM 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion (Joe Hom)--approve the minutes.  Wayne mentioned to change a typographical 

error – the word “pervious” should be “previous” in the discussion section regarding summer clinic.  Passed by 

acclamation, as amended. 
 

II. Open Forum – Lew said that any time a member of the league wants to address the Board; they can do so during 

this part of the agenda. 

 

III. Officers’ Reports 

A. Commissioner 

i. Setting of Summer and Fall 2007 Calendar – Lew distributed a proposed June through January 2008 

calendar.  The summer league will not have an end of the season tournament.  The issue came up as 

to whether the 4-2 summer season would have a tournament The Board decided against scheduling a 

tournament, because of scheduling and space availability issues.  The July Board meeting was 

scheduled for July 10.  The August Board meeting will be August 17.  Tryouts for the fall season 

were scheduled as follows:  Divisions 1 and 2 on September 6; Division 3, 4, and 4B on September 

8, and Divisions 5, 6, and 7 on September 15.  The tournaments will be in January.   Nick asked if 

we could do 5, 6, and 7 on September 9.  Bob said that would let them finish at the same.  However, 

that would conflict with a date being held for Power class tryouts.  The discussion moved to Power 

class tryouts.  Alan suggested having Power A/B tryouts on September 5 instead of whatever day we 

do Power C/D/E.  Lew suggested that we do Power returners on one night and new players on 

another night.  Seth asked, if returners can e-mail in, why not just have them all not have to try out.  

Ethan pointed out it added yet another level of subjectivity that we’d like to avoid.  No play the 

weekend of November 10 because of the Golden Apple/Green Apple tournament.  January 5 would 

be the final week of Divisions 4B, 5, 6 & 7 regular season play.  Division 4B will start the same 

week as 5, 6 & 7, with Division 4B having a weekend off between tryouts and the start of play.   

B. Vice-Commissioner – Rene said that the consultants called him and wants them to schedule a meeting to 

discuss a work plan for the year.  Rene said we are looking to have a retreat in September.  

C. Secretary – No report 

D. Treasurer – Joe will try to produce budgets in bigger print.   

 

IV. Old Business 

A. Elections – as reflected in last minutes’ meetings and the survey regarding doing an end of season showed a 

vast majority in favor to a full league-wide tournament at Queens College.  

B. Summer League 

i. Leases – all set up 

ii. 4-2 Summer League Tryouts – were last night.  Lew thanked everyone who helped, saying Seth, 

Joe, Ethan, Donald, Rob Alan, Rene.  Joe said Ted said he’d put the rosters on the website.  Alan 

said that he sent them to Ted this morning. Lew said that Seth was delegated responsibility for 

running the league.   Seth said that the 4-2 league was divided into two divisions, A and B.   Rob 

will serve as the Division A Representative and Donald will serve as the Division B representative.  

Seth said that the turn out for tryouts was low, only 77 showed up, so Division A only has 4 teams 



of 7 and Division B has 6 teams of 8.  But, since tryouts, others have expressed interest so, with the 

approval of a majority of the captains, team can add players.  The Board decided that after the 

second week of summer league play, teams can no longer add players.  Some suggested that the 

advertising for the summer league was lacking.  Possible new advertising avenues, such as free ads 

in Next magazine, etc.  However, we have a sufficient number of players to break even financially.  

Matches for Division B will start at 7:15, and then both divisions will play at 8:10, 9:05.  Nick and 

Alan are the referees for the summer. 

C. Open Play – Lew has delegated the Open Play responsibilities to Joe.  Joe said the most important part of 

open play is to come up with an open/close schedule.  Responsibilities were divided up amongst the higher 

division representatives.   

D. Summer Clinics -- Lew said we would have 2 groups of 3 weeks beginning the week of July 9 to do basic 

and advanced skills training.  Heriberto, Mateo, and Nick will probably teach the clinics.  Beginner’s clinic 

will be on Wednesday nights in the back of the gym.   A 6-2 Clinic will be on Tuesday in the gym.  

Advanced skills clinic will be on Sunday nights.  Bob agreed to be the point person for the clinics.  Joe asked 

what level advanced was supposed to be.  Lew said it was designed for Divs. 1, 2, and 3 players.  Dates for 

the clinics were discussed.  Board agreed to charge $10/session for the beginner clinics.  For the other 

clinics, will get some idea from the membership about level of interest and make a subsequent 

determination. 
E. Fire Island – Rene is the Exec Board individual in charge of Fire Island.  Lenny and Josh are doing the 

tournament.  They have submitted a budget.  Rene showed the t-shirt proposals.  Waseem is taking care of 

the permits.  Lew said that Waseem paid for the permit last week.  Wayne said that we should use the truck 

we are renting for Pride to transport the nets.  Budget will be submitted to the board via e-mail for an 

electronic vote.  Want to use the community center as a base where people can use the bathrooms.  Party will 

be at Sip and Twirl again.  Party will be from 7-10 PM.  There will be a pre-party underwear party.    

F. PRIDE 

i. Marshall Meeting – Seth, Waseem, Travis Pouliot, and Archie are going. 

ii. Handouts – Donald asked if we were going to hang out materials.  Alan said we had previously 

given out business cards with our phone number and e-mail address.   Motion (Joe Hom) —

authorize to spend up to $100 on handouts.  Passed by acclamation. 
iii. T-Shirts – Waseem is taking care of it. 

iv. Truck Rental – previously discussed. 

G. Power – Archie talked with Jeff Lipton and Jeff is willing to come back and work in Power.  The Power 

survey never got done.  Lew asked the Board what their thoughts were about next season.  Seth said that 

Power C has an expectation that they will be staying together with Heriberto and David next season, because 

that was what was communicated to the class.  Lew pointed out that a facilitator might help change things up.  

Rene said he thinks there should be a guidelines as to what each class should be offering.  Lew thinks that 

there should be more Board initiated guidelines.  Wayne also believed that the Board should not be at the 

behest of the coaches.  Alan noted that we have been discussing this for a while and if the Board wants to 

have someone from the outside come in to consult about the classes, they should do it.  The Board agreed to 

allow the Executive Board to find an individual to evaluate our Power Class and report back to the 

Board on who this individual should be.   We will hold off the tryout portion until that moment. 

 

V. New Business 

A. Division 3 Representative Appointment – The Division 3 Representative position was made vacant when Joe 

Hom became Treasurer.  The bylaws require the Board to fill the vacancy by appointment.  Reid Thompson 

and Greg Hughes are the two candidates for Division 3 Representative vacancy.  The Board discussed the 

two candidates and various members discussed the merits of both candidates.  Lew took an unofficial poll of 

the Board.  Motion (Rene Deida)--appoint Greg Hughes as Division 3 Representative.  Passed by 

acclamation. 

B. At-Large Members Appointments – Lew has decided to appoint 3 Members at Large to the Board of 

Directors at this time.  Lew nominated of Bob Arcari as a member at large.  Motion (Nick D’Andrea) --

confirm the nomination of Bob Arcari.  Passed by acclamation.   Lew nominated Waseem Akhtar as a 

member at large.  Motion (Joe Hom) -- confirm the nomination of Waseem Akhtar.  Passed by 

acclamation.  Lew nominated Alan Amechazurra as a member at large.  Motion (Bob Arcari) -- confirm 

the nomination of Alan Amechazurra.  Passed by acclamation.   

C. Grievance Committee Appointments – Lew nominated Don Murray to become the member of the Grievance 

Committee as the Division 1 member.  Motion (Ethan Felson) -- Confirm the nomination of Don 

Murray.  Passed by acclamation.  Lew advised the Board the he appointed Don Murray as Chairman of the 

Grievance Committee.  Lew will nominate the other members at a later date. 



D. Name Change of Division 4B – Motion (Ethan Felson) -- change the name of Division 4B to Division 5 

and renumber all other divisions accordingly.  Seth presented the argument against the change stating that 

it will cause some members to feel that they were “demoted” when they are still playing at the same level.  

Juan did as well, pointing out that 4-2 divisions are now the minority in the league.   Passed without 

opposition by voice vote (Seth Eichenholtz abstained). 

E. Assignment of Member At Large Roles – Lew advised the Board that Bob will continue as the Tournament 

Director and Alan is the Web Archivist, Lew further described Alan’s job as someone who will help 

assemble the history of the league.   

F. Dues Waiver for Chair of the Grievance Committee – Because this person could have a lot of work, Lew 

suggested this as an appropriate benefit for the position.  Also, Lew said he considered this position an ex-

officio non-voting Board member.  Motion (Seth Eichenholtz) -- waive season dues for the Chairman of 

the Grievance Committee.  Passed by acclamation. 

G. Lew requested another dues wavier for the Power Representative, assuming that person is not a voting 

member of the Board.   Motion (Ethan Felson) -- waive season dues for the Power Representative.  

Passed by acclamation. 
H. League and Power Dues Waiver for Executive Board Members – Lew suggested waiving Power Class Dues 

for Executive Board members.  Motion (Ethan Felson) -- waive power class dues for Executive Board 

members.  Passed without opposition by voice vote (Lew Smith, Rene Deida, Seth Eichenholtz, Joe 

Hom abstained). 
I. League Tournament and Structure – Lew noted that 60% of the membership approved this idea.  Bob pointed 

out that as the calendar currently stands, Divisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 will have over a month off before the 

tournament.  The idea was raised to start all divisions on the same week so that everyone finishes around the 

same time.  The tournament would be on January 6.  Lew will find out about availability.  Will discuss later. 

J. Formation of 501(c)(3) – Rene and Lew had been talking about meeting with the Non Profit Support Center 

staff about the process that it would take and forming a small group of people to discuss how we want to 

proceed.  Motion (Ethan Felson) – authorize use of grant money to get advice on how to structure the 

League as a 501(c)(3).  Passed by acclimation. 
 

VI. Representatives’ Report 

A. Division 1 – No report. 

B. Division 2 – Alan discussed the captain results for the division. 

C. Division 3 – No report. 

D. Division 4 – No report. 

E. Division 5 – No report. 

F. Division 6 – No report. 

G. Division 7 – Juan represented us at the Latino Gay Men of New York meeting and gave the best sports group 

report at the meeting.   

H. Division 8 – No report. 

I. Power Rep – No report. 

J. Tournaments – Bob announced that one coming up in July to prepare for FI teams. 

K. Webmaster – No reports. 

 

VII. Announcements – Lew said this is for people to announce events in their lives.  Nick mentioned that tomorrow is 

his last day of school.  Nick announced that the gay flag football team was having a swimwear show fundraiser 

and will find out if they will have a program and was thinking that Gotham should take out an ad.  Nick said 

members of our league will be modeling swimwear.  Bob announced that championships for NAGVA are in 

Miami next year.  Championships this year, in Denver, went very well.  

 
Motion (Joe Hom) -- Adjourn.  Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 10:10 PM. 

 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-02 

July 10, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Ethan Felson – Division 6 Rep 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep  

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Donald Orloski – Division 8/Summer Div. B Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 

Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large 

Scott Schmidt – Division 2 Rep (Absent)   Alan Amechazurra – Member-At-Large  

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep     

Wayne Gurreri – Division 4 Rep     

Rob Frazier – Division 5/Summer Div. A Rep   

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:33 PM. 

 

Motion (Rene Deida, Wayne Gurreri) – Approve June 12, 2007 Minutes.  Passed by acclamation. 
 

Without objection, Lew changed the order of the agenda and moved the Fire Island Tournament Report, previously under old 

business, to this point of the meeting. 

 

I. Fire Island Report – Josh, Co-Director of the Tournament, updated the Board on the status of the tournament.  He 

handed out the budget and noted that almost all expenses have been laid out already, except for the post-

tournament party.  Waseem asked Rene, who is the Executive Board member overseeing the tournament, when 

we will have a final price on the party and Rene responded he has been trying to get in touch with the Sip & Twirl 

management to lock in the price.  Rene also pointed out that there was a great ad for the tournament and Friday 

night charity underwear party in Next Magazine.  He gave special thanks to Randy Saunders for his work on the 

ad.  Rene also said AVP said there will be about 10 volunteers at the tournament to help run it.   Discussion then 

turned to having a tent and table for those running the tournament.  Motion (Waseem Akhtar, Joe Hom) – 

Allocate $150 for the purchase of a tent/canopy and table for the tournament.  Passed by acclamation.  The 

Board thanked Josh and Lenny for their hard work thus far on the tournament. 

II. Commissioner’s Report – Lew Smith 

a. Calendar -- Lew passed around a proposed calendar for the Fall 2007 and Spring 2008 seasons for 

discussion.   

i. Tryout Format -- Lew asked whether the consensus on the Board was to keep the same tryout format 

as the Spring 2007 season, grouping together Divisions 1 and 2; then 3, 4, and 5 (formerly 4B); then 

6, 7, and 8.  Seth said he felt that format made sense because, even thought Division 5 plays on 

Saturday and 3 and 4 play on Wednesday, the tryouts for divisions with the same formation (all are 

6-2) should be held together.  The consensus is to keep the Spring 2007 tryout format.   

ii. End of Season Tournament – Lew’s proposed calendar schedules one League-wide end of the 

season tournament on January 6, 2008 at Queens College.  Lew pointed out that the Board never 

officially voted to approve or reject this change.  Lew noted that, at this point, given the League’s 

growth, it is no longer practical to have 4 separate tournament days.  Seth said that the survey sent to 

the League’s membership showed large support for the idea of one big tournament day.  Motion 

(Rene Deida, Alan Amechazurra) – Hold all end of season tournaments for Fall 2007 on 

January 6, 2008 at Queens College.  Discussion on the motion:  Waseem said that if the Board 

decides to make this change, there needs to be a detailed plan by the fall on how the tournament will 

run logistically, as it will be a fairly large scale event, and reminded the Board that they all should 

expect to be there to help run the tournament.  Donald asked if this would be a bigger or smaller 

event than Big Apple.  Bob said Big Apple has 71 teams, this would have 64 teams.  Joe suggested 

that a committee be appointed to run the tournament.  Lew said we would revisit that issue later and 

called the question.  Passed by acclamation.   

b. Appointment of Power Representative – Lew explained that the Power Representative position is no longer a 

voting member of the Board, but will be a non-voting member.  He is appointing Archie Messersmith to 

continue as Power Representative.  Archie will also serve as chair of the Board’s committee to review Power. 



III. Secretary’s Report – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth asked for a volunteer to respond to the phone messages left on our 

888-GOTHAM0 number.  Waseem volunteered.  Bob will also be working to respond to e-mails to 

info@gothamvolleyball.org 

IV. Summer 4-2 League 

a. Dues adjustment -- Seth said that teams may be adding roster replacements if a player is injured and would 

like the Board to approve pro rata dues for players filling those spots in the upcoming weeks.  Motion (Seth 

Eichenholtz, Donald Orloski) – When new players join the summer league after the third week to fill a 

roster spot, their dues will be the pro rata amount based on the remaining weeks in the season.  Motion 

passed by voice vote (Alan Amechazurra abstained).  Rob noted that Team 1 in Division A picked up a 

new player this week and we will allow him to pay adjusted dues.  

b. Fans/Heat – The gym was excessively hot this past week.  Seth said that the league should consider investing 

in fans.  Waseem and Lew stated that the school has fans and we should try to use those in the first instance.  

Waseem pointed out that fans would cost $450.  Juan said it might be worth the investment but it was pointed 

out that we have no place to store the fans.  Lew said we will work on getting fans from the school and talk 

with Ann Marie, the head custodian. 

c. League Logistics – Seth said the league has been running relatively smoothly and thanked Rob and Donald 

for their efforts as Division Reps. Nick pointed out that he has never started on time when he refs the B 

Division.  Donald will send out an email to the captains with instructions regarding the opening of the gym 

when their team has reffing duties.  Nick also pointed out that he and Alan have been closing the gym and, as 

refs, they should not be.  Donald said he had written up a schedule for opening and closing.  Rob asked if we 

would be switching gyms halfway through the season.  Seth said there were no plans either way.  It was 

decided that the leagues would switch gyms on July 23. 

V. Summer Open Play – Joe said we desperately needed volunteers for the remainder of the Open Play nights.  The 

night most in danger is July 19.  Most nights found coverage but Joe will contact other Board members to see if 

they can cover July 19. 

VI. Summer Clinics –  

a. Beginner Skills Clinic -- One clinic had been finalized at the last meeting – Starting next week Nick will be 

running the beginner’s skills clinic on Wednesday nights in the back gym.  Each session will cost $10 and 

players will pay per session.   

b. Other Clinics -- It was decided that the only other clinic we would offer this summer will be a 6-2 clinic.  

Waseem explained the history of the other clinic offer, advanced skills, which was basically because we had 

room and availability.  Seth said he thought the 6-2 clinic made the most sense and would be the most 

popular.  Lew would contact the coach for the 6-2 clinic.  Greg Hughes arrived at this point.  A proposal to 

have a 3 week session for $50 was discussed but eventually rejected because it would have to start on July 17 

and there was concern there would be insufficient time for the membership to show up.  Waseem suggested a 

5 week session instead, and that could start on July 24.  Cost was discussed and the Board calculated that 

$60/player would be enough to cover the expenses of running the clinic.  A minimum sign up of 12 players 

would be needed for the clinic to work logistically and financially. Motion (Rene Deida, Waseem Akhtar) 

– Hold a 6-2 skills clinic each Tuesday from July 24 through August 14 for a fee of $60/player with a 

minimum of 12 players.  Motion passed by voice vote (Greg Hughes abstained).   
c. Friendship Tournament – Since we have one gym available on Tuesday July 17, Waseem volunteered to 

organize a small friendship tournament on that night.  There is a maximum of 4 teams and it would be geared 

toward players looking to compete in upcoming NAGVA tournaments.  Lew will e-mail the league and tell 

them to e-mail Waseem if interested. 

VII. Pride Recap – Seth said that Pride went well, with some bumps in the road, mostly because he had never 

organized it before.  Having a rented vehicle was a success.  Seth said he felt that we could do more if we plan 

ahead for next year and get more people involved.  Waseem thanked Seth and Travis Pouliot for going to the 

Pride Marshall training and organizing the group and Brian Guerrero for driving the Gotham vehicle.  Lew 

thanked Waseem for all of his efforts in getting Pride together. 

VIII. Webmaster  –  

a. Dues waiver -- Lew requested that, since, like the Power Rep, the Webmaster is no longer necessarily a 

voting Board position under the new bylaws, we waive membership dues for the webmaster if he/she is not 

also on the Board.  Motion (Ethan Felson, Joe Hom) – Waive dues for the Webmaster, if not also a 

member of the Board.  Motion passed by acclamation. 
b. Website – Lew and Ted Gelpi discussed getting a proposal from a private service to get the revised Gotham 

website, long developed but furloughed, up and running.  Waseem suggested contacting an internal Gotham 

player first to see what he would charge.  Lew said he would contact him first and report back to the Board.  

The Board requested to see a proposal before authorizing funds and Seth suggested that we could do that 

over e-mail. 

mailto:info@gothamvolleyball.org


IX. Emergency Referee Payment Policy – Lew said that he would like a policy in place for when one of our 

scheduled league  referees cancels at the last minute or does not show up and one of our members helps ref the 

matches.  This occurred last season.  Waseem said it would be a disservice not to pay them because we already 

have the money set aside anyway.  Lew said he wanted to encourage members who volunteer in situations such as 

this.  Several others asked what happens if the member is not as qualified as a referee.  Waseem said he felt we 

should still pay, that our objective is to play the games and we want to keep the courts moving.  Ethan asked 

whether we needed a fixed policy.  Lew and Waseem said that because this will likely involve paying people we 

know and are friends with, it is essential that we have a consistent, universal policy.  Motion (Ethan Felson, 

Wayne Gurreri) – authorize the League to pay all emergency referee volunteers.  Passed by voice vote 

(Nick D’Andrea and Alan Amechazurra abstained).  Lew asked the Board to authorize payment for the two 

members who did this in the Spring 2007 season, Mike Brust and Greg Hughes.  Motion (Waseem Akhtar, Joe 

Hom) – authorize the League to pay the two members who served as emergency referees in the Spring 2007 

season.  Passed by voice vote (Nick D’Andrea, Alan Amechazurra, and Greg Hughes abstained). 
X. Power Brainstorming Session 

o Power Representative Archie Messersmith joined the meeting via telephone from Atlanta.   

o Lew requested that the Board hold a brainstorming session regarding the League’s power 

program in anticipation of forming a subcommittee to report back to the Board next 

meeting.  Lew started the session by asking whether the Board feels that Power is working.  

Archie and Greg said it was not.  Seth and Rene said it was but needed some tweaking.   

o Greg said he sees the same people in the classes season after season and they are not 

improving.  Waseem said the discussion needs to start by figuring out what is the mission 

of Power, because he believes that is not clear.  Is it just a volleyball workout at various 

skill levels or is it a program to improve players’ skills.  Waseem believes it should 

improve skills and not be used as a workout.  Archie agreed that we need to figure out what 

do we have with Power now, and what do we want Power to be.  Archie agrees that 

currently there are people in the classes who are not improving.   

o Joe said he’s sat in on various classes and there does not seem to be linkages or 

coordination between the classes.  Joe pointed it that it seems the lower level classes get the 

most out of their classes while the upper classes seem to have some sort of bottleneck with 

its players.   

o Archie said there is no structure for the program and there needs to be.  Waseem noted that 

the Board has never attempted to manage the program before and left it up to the individual 

coaches and the Board’s efforts to manage the program will improve the program.   

o Greg said that, as a coach, he realized that all 4 classes are more or less teaching the same 

thing and that should stop.  Greg suggested each class work progressively. 

o Bob gave a brief history of Power – When he started in 1994, it was a 3-level program 

designed mostly to form teams of varying levels to compete in NAGVA events.  As the 

coaches changed, the purpose of the program changed.  Under Daryl Murphy, the program 

was at its strongest but it shifted from team focus to individual skills.  Originally, if you did 

not show improvement, you were dropped from power.  Over the years, the Board had 

attempted to take control but the coaches resisted.   

o Waseem said he believes the coaches are becoming more receptive to Board management 

these days.  Waseem said that we should consider several categories for our discussions.  

Areas of focus for the committee:  Mission of Power,  Player Selection, Format of 

Class, Overall Program Structure (Curriculum, Linkages between classes, etc.) 
o Focusing on the mission of power, Rene said it has always been explained to him as a 

program to improve individual skills.  Seth agreed and noted that we now have an 

increasing amount of non-league members who take the program, in part, because we are 

the only volleyball league in New York City that offers volleyball classes.  Seth said we 

should keep that going because it is a worthwhile benefit that we offer and it allows people 

who want to improve their individual skills somewhere to go.   

o The alternative view of Power, as a program to encourage and build teams for 

competitions, was also important.  Discussion shifted to the BAP organization, which is 

supposed to develop teams for competitions.  Nick said that BAP has lowered its skill level 

over the past few years as higher level players have retired.  That organization has also 

changed.  Juan said he felt Power should be about developing teams and teamwork.  He 

said it doesn’t feel like a separate concept and part of what you need to learn to improve as 

an individual is how to get better as a team.  Juan also there is a need for team development 

and guidance.  Alan said that when Power did that it was not necessary effective, teams that 



were formed would fall apart but individual skills brought more interest.  Waseem 

suggested a separate “team in traning” program. 

o The consensus on the Board seemed to be to go in the direction of individual skills.  

Waseem suggested, and the Board agreed, to the following tentative mission statement as a 

starting point for the committee:  “The goal of Power is tangible improvement in 

individual skills.”  Waseem said we need a program that can be a feeder into our higher 

divisions, and help bring fresh players to Division 1.  Nick said in his experience, the 

higher divisions worked in cycles as players got older.  Nick also noted that Division 1 is 

unique because it is where people new to the league with extensive volleyball experience 

can go.  Archie agreed with the need for a program to improve skills and said the statement 

is a great starting point.   

o Juan said the mission seems too simple and that we should work in a way to fit in team 

building and development.  He noted that he recently competed in NAGVA events and 

there was no guidance or development help.  Many lower level players don’t even know 

these opportunities exist.  Donald agreed that there is a need for this sort of development 

and encouragement.  Lew suggested a different program, but still under the Power banner.  

Bob said when people tried out for Power as a team, there were complaints that some 

players would make higher Power classes because the team around them was better.  

Waseem said he believes that we need a whole separate development program and to have 

ways for the league to encourage NAGVA participation.  Waseem said there are several 

ways the league can improve in this area.  Seth agreed and said that development will not 

be effective unless the league dedicates a whole separate program to it.   

o Joe noted that we can’t reinvent everything tonight, nor should we.  We need to think over 

the long term.  Lew and Seth agreed that we need to view changes to Power as part of an 

evolution of the program and vision of where it should go, rather than expect instant 

changes overnight. 

o Nick returned to the point of results of Power.  Nick says it is important to have tangible 

results.  He noted that a lot of our lower divisions use volunteer coaches who do not know 

drills or methods to improve player skills.  He said that while its great that these people 

give their time to coach, it is not helping the lower division players.  The concept of a clinic 

for our volunteer coaches was discussed and the Board thought this was a good idea to 

pursue as well. 

o Returning to the team development/NAGVA encouragement issue, Waseem suggested that 

we have a NAGVA liaison who can work with players who are new to NAGVA and its 

tournaments and give them some guidance since NAGVA and its tournaments can 

sometimes be confusing to new people. 

o Waseem said that the Board needs to develop a sustainable structure to oversee and run the 

Power program.  Seth said that the upcoming Power committee that is going to recommend 

changes to the Board is a great starting point for a structure to oversee the program. 

o Lew then refocused the Board on the Power committee.  Lew appointed Archie 

Messersmith to chair the Power Committee.  Waseem Akhtar, Greg Hughes, and 

Nick D’Andrea also agreed to serve as members of the committee.  The committee 

will select its remaining membership.  Donald suggested making sure all power classes 

were represented on the committee.  Rene suggested that an Executive Board member 

serve as a liaison on the committee.   Waseem said the Executive Board should inform the 

coaches about the committee and the changes under consideration.  Lew said that we would 

involve the coaches to participate in the process.  

o Archie said that having the committee’s work done by the Board meeting is too unrealistic 

but that they will report on their general plan and strategy by the next meeting.   

o Archie left the conference call at this point. 

XI. Representative Reports 

a. Division 5 – Rob noted that the division was not yet on the calendar and wants to be included. 

b. Tournaments – Bob said there will be two Friendship Tournaments this week with 8 teams each tournament.  

Because the second tournament only has 4 players per team, Bob reduced the cost per team to $60 and 

got the consent of the Executive Board.    Bob also informed the Board that the Fire Island schedule is 

complete. 

c. Archivist – Alan said that he will have a presentation about his efforts by the August Board meeting, but will 

need help from the Board with this project.  

XII. Closet Discussion – Lew requested that the Board think about whether we can more efficiently use our closet 

space in the gym. 



XIII. Announcements:  Happy birthday Greg and Alan! Lew announced that Greg’s birthday is July 13 and Alan’s 

birthday is July 20.   Lew is also going to take the NYS Bar Exam and so for the rest of July, problems/issues 

should go to Rene, Joe, and Seth.  Rene announced that his daughter, Luna, just turned 2 years old.  Seth and Joe 

wished Lew good luck on the Bar Exam.  Nick announced that he was named a Captain of the New York Flag 

Football Superbowl Team.  Alan said he is pregnant (again!).  Waseem is the new registrar of NAGVA.  Waseem 

also announced he would be invited to Bear Week next year as a result of an unfortunate incident involving Don 

Murray.  Rob announced that he and his partner are getting married on July 20.  Greg announced that he just got a 

new job.  Donald announced that his dog just turned 15.  Rene reminded everyone about the Fire Island 

Underwear Party to benefit AVP this Friday.  Underwear is required but you can wear a t-shirt. 

 

 
Motion (Rene Deida, Alan Amechazurra) -- Adjourn.  Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 10:14 PM. 

 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-03 

July 31, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner (via telephone)  Ethan Felson – Division 6 Rep (Absent) 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep (Absent) 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Donald Orloski – Division 8/Summer Div. B Rep (Absent)  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep (Absent)   Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large 

Scott Schmidt – Division 2 Rep (Absent)   Alan Amechazurra – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)   Archie Messersmith – Power Rep (Non-Voting) 

Wayne Gurreri – Division 4 Rep     

Rob Frazier – Division 5/Summer Div. A Rep (Absent)  

 

Because Commissioner Lew Smith was present by telephone, Vice Commissioner Rene Deida chaired the meeting. 

 

Rene called the meeting to order at 7:41 PM.   

 

The Board did not have a quorum of its members present.  However, the report by Power Representative Archie 

Messersmith regarding the progress of the Commissioner’s Power Committee was presented to the present Board members.  

The Committee submitted a written report to the Board that is incorporated to these minutes by reference. 

 

I. Power Committee – Archie Messersmith –  

i. Overview -- On the committee was Archie, Rene, Waseem, and Nick.  None of the Power coaches 

were involved in the conversations regarding Power classes yet.  The committee developed an 

amended mission statement for Power that is reflected in their written July 31 report to the Board.  

The committee developed a 2-sided organization structure also reflected in the report.  The Power 

Committee is proposing that Power Class Reps are elected from each class.  Archie reviewed the 

points regarding the structure to be put in place to run Power classes.  The committee recommends 

that the Board add a voting Power representative to the Board.   In part, the changes, including a 

Power representative on the board, is to also solidify the concept that members of Power are 

members of Gotham.   

ii. Discussion regarding the Committee’s proposed mission statement:  Rene said he believes that there 

are people who want to do Power to maintain their skill level and suggested that we add that 

element of Power class to the mission statement.  Archie said that the problem people had how to 

measure staying the same.  Wayne pointed out that what is proposed is just a mission statement and 

its purpose is just to keep a general focus.  Therefore, we do not need specifics in the mission 

statement.  Archie said he thinks that the mission statement can end at the word “Achieve.”  Lew 

agreed and said he is leaning against the second half of the mission statement.  Waseem said he has 

the opposite belief because he thinks we need the specifics to tell the coaches what we expect out of 

the Power program.  Lew said he didn’t think that the mission statement was the core elements of 

power, and that a curriculum would be what we would point the coaches toward.  Archie said he felt 

the second sentence should take a different form and be given to the coaches as a directive, but not 

part of the mission statement.   

iii. Discussion regarding the Power Representative:  Rene asked what the recommendation from the 

committee was regarding the status of the Power representative.  Archie explained that the 

Committee decided to leave that decision up to the Board.  Waseem noted that both appointing a 

Power rep and electing a Power rep has not worked out well.  He suggested that the Power Class 

Reps electing one of their own to be a voting member of the Board seemed like the most interesting 

option.  Rene asked about whether there would need to be a bylaws amendment to have an elected 

position.  Seth said we would need to amend the bylaws, unless the commissioner appointed the 

person as a member-at-large and that person was confirmed  by the Board.  Seth noted that the 

downside to that method is that every year it would be up to the commissioner and the Board 

whether or not they gave a vote to the Power Representative.  While no official action could be 

taken because of the lack of a quorum, the Board members who were present unanimously 

recommend that, for the 2007-2008 year alone, Lew should appoint the Power Representative 



to the Board as a member-at-large.  If a bylaws amendment is going to be proposed, the 

members recommended that we propose it in the spring.   
iv. Discussion about how the classes are run in general:  Bob said that we should have something 

written down like this because it can be pointed to when we need to show someone what was going 

on.  Joe said when he sat in on several classes, Power A seemed a little more of a loose environment 

and on Sundays the classes were more responsive to the coaches.  On that note, Waseem said that 

they want to have a list of student expectations so that both the Coaches and the Students know what 

is expected of them.  Rene said that students need assessments and feedback.  

v. Discussion about Job Descriptions and Compensation:  Archie then reviewed the job descriptions.  

The parts that are in italics in the Committee’s report are issues that still need to be reviewed by the 

Board.  Rene said that he felt the Coaches should report to the Power Director.  Seth asked Archie to 

clarify the Committee’s proposal for compensation for the Power Class Representatives.  Archie 

explained it the Committee proposes that whatever league dues are, a PCR gets 50% off to be put 

toward Power dues.  Waseem suggested that compensation just involve the Power dues and not 

involve the league dues (i.e. $100 off of Power dues).  Joe asks if representatives collect credits for 

each season where they didn’t use their compensation (ex. They work one season but don’t play the 

following season when they would otherwise get credit).  Lew explained that we are always a 

season behind, so you get your credit for the following season.  Wayne clarified saying that benefit 

is one season behind.  Wayne said Joe’s question is whether the benefit carries over until a 

subsequent season if they don’t play the immediate following season.  Waseem said in the past, 

keeping track of who was owed what was hard and said we should just give them the money 

equivalent and be done with it.  Waseem suggested that they pay their Power dues upfront and then 

they give a fixed amount back.  Waseem said that the PCRs would be willing to do their position for 

free.  Lew and Waseem discussed giving a coupon or some other benefit as a gift as opposed to 

cash.  Archie disagreed and said we are potentially asking the PCRs to do a lot and having the PCRs 

know that there is a benefit at the end of the season will motivate them.  This shifted discussion to 

the responsibilities of the PCRs versus the coaches.  The Board discussed whether Coaches should 

set up the nets.  Archie said it should be done for the first week and administer it.  Joe said week in 

and week out the coaches have bigger issues to deal with.  Rene agreed that the rep should make 

sure that the nets were set up properly.  Waseem said that it should be a partnership between the 

coaches and the Power Representative.  Archie asked why the PCRs can’t keep attendance.  Bob 

said he believed that if a power class member was absent the coach should know why they are 

absent.  Archie said we should put off this decision.  Rene said let’s see what the TPC says before 

we make this decision.  Everyone agreed.  Archie refocused the discussion on the Power Director.  

He said we are assuming the Power Director will also be coaching.  In that case, compensation 

would need to be finalized by the Board.  Archie was asking if we can agree on an additional dollar 

amount, such as $35 to coach, plus $25 to be the director.  That would be an additional $900 per 

season.  Everyone felt that was a reasonable amount.  We may also pay separately for the TPC 

design.  Waseem suggested that the management fee might be a per month fee, as opposed to a per 

class fee, of about $300/month.  The Board agreed that was a better approach.  Waseem said one 

thing that was left off was that, under power coaches, we should use the term “per class” rather then 

“per week” to discuss their salary.  That way it is clear if they do not show up they do not get paid.  

The Board also agreed that this was the better approach.  Lew said he doesn’t like the term 

“contracted” as used in the written report.  He suggested we change it to hired.  Lew also said that 

the term “coordinator” seemed to closed.  Archie said the Committee recommend Jeff Lipton be 

appointed Power Director and that power classes be capped at 26.  Bob suggested 28 students per 

class, so that you would have 4 teams of 7.  Lew mentioned we might be able to add a 6
th

 power 

class.   

vi. Discussion of timeline and follow up:  Archie reviewed the dates of the project plan.  Archie said we 

should use the survey monkey to send a survey to the coaches.  Archie said they will announce the 

third meeting to the current Power coaches and tell them that’s the time to give input and feedback.  

Bob suggested Heriberto would be a good backup plan if Jeff cannot be the Power Director.  Archie 

went through the dates in the action plan.  Joe suggested adding the August 14, 2007 Board meeting 

to the action plan.  Waseem suggested that the coaches be informed of the process at this point and 

that the e-mail needs to go out this week.  Rene asked if we include prior coaches.  Archie pointed 

out that he and Waseem disagree.   Waseem said it is not that they lack the skills, passion, and 

interest, but adding more to the process when we already have some involved might be detrimental.  

Seth also noted that we do not want to mislead people for whom we do not have a place as a Power 

instructor that they may be involved as a Power instructor.  It was decided only the active coaches 

would be invited to the Committee meeting.  Lew noted we did not discuss extra compensation for 



TPC.  Waseem suggested that because it is an expectation that the director will be developing the 

TPC, we need not offer extra compensation and the Board agreed.   

vii. The Board noted that this report was an excellent effort in the short period of time the Committee 

had to work.  

II. Summer season – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth reported that, assuming the captains approve, we will replace the last 

week of play with a single elimination tournament.  Waseem will work with Donald to order the remaining t-

shirts and the end of season awards.   

III. Summer clinics – Joe Hom – Joe reported that we did not have gym time for the 6-2 clinic.  So one proposal is to 

use the last two Mondays of August.  The Board members who were present agreed with that approach.  Mateo 

can do one week, but not the other.  Seth suggested asking Heriberto.  Joe will follow up with Heriberto to check 

on his availability.  Joe’s next step is to get the e-mail out to gauge interest in the clinic and from there he will 

reach out to Mateo.  We suggested charging $25 for both weeks.  Lew asked if we would do a volleyball camp.  

Waseem said no because of everything else we have going on. 

 

Rene adjourned the meeting at 9:05 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-04 

September 4, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Ethan Felson – Division 6 Rep (Absent) 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep (Absent) 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Donald Orloski – Division 8 Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep     Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Scott Schmidt – Division 2 Rep    Alan Amechazurra – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)   Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large 

Wayne Gurreri – Division 4 Rep    Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large 

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep    Sarah Cullen – Webmaster (Non-Voting) 

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:35 PM. 

 

I. Open Forum – None 

 

II. Commissioner’s Report – Lew Smith 

 

a. Operations Issues 

 

i. Leases – Lew has signed all leases for the upcoming season.  The League now has the Rustin school 

on Sundays as well as Saturdays, which gives us a lot more programming options.  Lew is still 

working on leases for the O’Henry School.  However, the League will be moving the Sunday Power 

classes back to the Rustin school.   

1. Suggestions for the extra space -- Archie says we should do the least amount of 

organization as possible right now just to hold the space.  Lew noted that we have 15 Board 

members, so we should have the people to organize more extensive events.  Seth said we 

might need the space for additional league play if many people are turned away after 

tryouts because we want to remain as inclusive as possible.  Bob wanted to know what 

happens to BAP’s friendship tournaments and whether BAP is aware that we now have the 

school reserved.  Bob suggested that it might be polite to invite BAP that the League 

reserved the space.  Bob said that if we use the space for more friendship tournaments, the 

League can accommodate 8 teams every week.  The League can also have an A friendship 

tournament on the other side.  Bob also noted that we had a lot of problems with Board 

members being available to staff open play, so we need to try to make sure we have the 

people to run these types of events.  Bob also suggested subleasing the space to BAP.  Lew 

said we will return to this issue next month. 

ii. Gym Status – Previously there has been a warped hole in the floor where the poll sits in and it has 

been repaired.  Waseem had noted by a telephone call to several Board members that the repair man 

was really hot.  Lew said we are still waiting for the final figures regarding the cost of this repair.  

Nick asked if we had new nets and mentioned that the blue polls we currently use are hard to move.  

Lew noted that we bought new polls for the O’Henry School and if we will be using that facility 

less, we can switch the new polls with the blue polls.  Archie mentioned that the blue net is also a 

mess.   

iii. Referees – Lew talked with Russell Rodriguez, the League Referee Coordinator, and we are set with 

referees.  Apparently referees are normally assigned three months in advance and we were a little 

behind this season, but it all worked out.  We are adding a new referee on Saturday who is a former 

Division I college player.   

b. Commissioner Appointments 

i. Lew nominated Archie Messersmith to be a Member-At-Large on the Board of Directors.  Motion 

(Lew Smith, Seth Eichenholtz) – Confirm the nomination of Archie Messersmith.  Passed by 

acclamation. 
ii. Lew nominated Josh Christensen to be a Member-At-Large on the Board of Directors.  Motion 

(Lew Smith, Scott Schmidt) – Confirm the nomination of Josh Christensen.  Passed by 

acclamation.   



iii. Lew appointed Sarah Cullen as the new Gotham Webmaster, replacing Ted Gelpi who resigned last 

May.  Lew thanked Ted Gelpi very much for the services he provided for us as webmaster.  He has 

served Gotham “since the dawn of time.”  Lew is very excited to welcome Sarah Cullen as the new 

Gotham Webmaster.  She has web skills as well other talents.  On a more serious note, she gets 

website updates done very quickly and Lew said that we are very excited to have her. 

 

III. Vice Commissioner’s Report – Rene Deida 

a. Consultant – The Executive Board met with Marie Zieger earlier and asked her to be a consultant to the 

League in focusing and planning.  Her services will be paid for by a grant from Washington Mutual that the 

League had secured last Spring.  The League will have 20 hours of her time.  She wants to take us through 

strategic planning to develop a mission, visions, and value statement and an organization structure that meets 

our needs.  She believes that we can develop the basics in a one day, 5-6 hour meeting.  The meeting will be 

held on a Sunday because it would have the least disruption of other Gotham activities.   She suggested a 

group of approximately 25 come to the meeting.  Sunday October 21 or Sunday November 4 is our current 

options for meeting dates.  Seth mentioned she really seemed like she could be helpful and that if it’s a matter 

of a full retreat taking too much time, let’s do the thing in one day and get it done.  Lew asked everyone to 

take this opportunity seriously.  Joe mentioned she can help us plan of where we want to go for several years 

ahead.  Scott asked where we would do a retreat if we did it overnight.  Rene said he would suggest doing it 

in Hope, New Jersey that is about a 90 minute trip.  Other places that he knows of are 2-2 ½ hours.  Seth 

pointed out that the grant pays only for the consultant so that what we do for a retreat is going to come out of 

the league budget.  Scott asked what these places that Rene is considering are like.  Rene said they are like 

campgrounds.  Donald said its best to be removed from the usual environment because it creates more 

enthusiasm, people don’t run late, and it gives the group more focus.  Rene said we can do the meeting in 

Manhattan as well and do something really nice.  Lew took an informal straw poll – everyone seemed 

enthusiastic about the idea of going away on a retreat. 

 

IV. Secretary’s Report – Seth Eichenholtz  -- No report. 

 

V. Treasurer’s Report – Joe Hom – Joe is waiting for the season to start.  People who don’t have keys to the closet should 

see Joe after the meeting.  We will allow members to pay dues using PayPal again. 

 

VI. Old Business 

a. Summer Clinics – Joe said there were mixed results from the clinics.  Students loved Matteo’s coaching and 

loved Heriberto’s diagram.  People were expecting more from the 2 day clinic but 6-2 is a very advanced 

system of play and hard to teach in 2 days.  Lew asked if people want to continue holding clinics outside of 

Power.  Joe thinks it’s a great idea to continue the clinics through the course of the season.  Scott visited 

Matteo’s class and felt it was effective.  

i. The discussion moved to a more thorough discussion of our League’s emphasis on systems of play - 

Lew mentioned that we met with Jeff Lipton and we discussed whether we should be stressing 

systems of play.  What we’ve done, unintentionally, is emphasize system of play when players may 

not have the skills yet to play that system of play.  Lew said that some members believe that once 

people have the knowledge, they have the system of play down, and they should move up.  

However, they may still lack the skills to implement the system of play.  Josh agreed that if you 

don’t have the skill set, knowing the actual systems doesn’t matter.  Archie said he thinks doing 6-2 

clinics would feed into the pressure of learning systems of play over skills.  Lew said we should stop 

doing systems of play clinics.  Josh suggested doing skill set clinics and rephrasing how we classify 

the divisions so it doesn’t emphasize skills set.  Rene asked whether people played 6-2 in 4B last 

season.  Rob said a lot of people said they knew 6-2 and when they were picked, they didn’t know 

how to play 6-2.  Rob said they spent the whole season teaching these people how to play 6-2.  Nick 

said that there are 2 ways to help the issue is when they are signing in, asking them if they know 6-2 

and then asked them a question that would demonstrate their knowledge.  Nick also said we need to 

be concerned about people’s safety on the court.  Josh said we should focus on skill level and not 

require a certain systems.  Lew asked where we go from here.  Wayne said it’s up to the team and 

the division.  Lew said we need to put our faith in the captains.  Bob doesn’t agree with everything 

that’s been said – he thinks it’s important that we have 6-2 clinics and the focus should be that a 

player shouldn’t be able to take the clinic unless they have the skill set to implement the system.  

Bob also said when we created Division 4B it was to give 6-2 players a place to play on Saturday so 

it is important to maintain a division that can play 6-2.  Josh suggested that we mention upfront that 

we are dealing with skill, not systems of play and knowing systems of play does not guarantee you a 



spot in a particular division.  Josh suggested that we articulate skill sets for each division.  Lew 

suggested we table this issue for this meeting and this season.   

b. Power – Archie gave a brief recap of what has been going on.  The Power Committee presented a proposal to 

the Board.  The Board approved, by an e-mail vote of 12-0-3, the Power Committee’s recommendation 

to hire Jeff Lipton.  Jeff accepted our offer, but Archie noted that he didn’t accept until the Coaches were 

aware of the proposed changes because he wanted to make sure the Coaches were behind it.  The meeting 

with the coaches went very well.  All of the coaches were enthusiastic.  There will be another meeting with 

Jeff and the coaches who can make it tomorrow night.  Archie said the curriculum will not be ready by the 

beginning of the season so we hope to develop a plan for tryouts and a universal curriculum for all power 

classes for the first two week.  The plan is for Jeff to produce a book of drills for the coaches to use.  His 

vision is for Power coaches to show up to class with a written plan.  It is recommended that Power be a year 

long program.  Lew noted that there is a suggested class limitation of 26 students per class.  We are thinking 

we might have more people trying out, so we will be adding a new class.  Lew said he would approach John 

and Leah to see if they would be interested in the additional class.  As of now, Jeff will be teaching Power A, 

Bob and Matteo will be teaching Power B, Power C and D but it depends on how things ultimately work out.  

Heri and David want to teach together during their same time slot.  Rich and Cheena will also be moved to 

Sunday so they will be assigned Power C, tentatively.  Nick and Don would be merged into Power E or F.  

Power coaches suggested that they teach different classes each year.  Lew thanked Archie for doing such a 

great job with this restructuring. 

c. Fire Island Wrap-up – Josh presented the Fire Island wrap up budget to the Board and explained it.  There 

was a discussion as to whether we should have a minimum amount to give to AVP.  Lew said that if we have 

a huge obligation monetarily that we needed to provide it might help keeping the budget for the event in line.  

Josh said he was panicked when he noticed we didn’t have enough nets and suggested that it is good to have 

that flexibility.  Lew noted that Josh’s tournament had the most net income of any Fire Island tournament.  

Scott said he thinks it is important to have that goal for the AVP donation but it’s just a goal.  Lew said we 

should set a goal but if something comes up and we don’t get it, that won’t be a problem.   

 

VII. New Business 

a. League Tryouts – Seth presented an overview of tryouts and distributed a list of responsibilities when 

working at tryouts. 

i. Division 5/8 Captains Call Time – Rob noted that last season seven out of the eight captains e-

mailed Rob the next day and asked why people were there at 10 AM in the morning when no one 

who was interested in Division 4B came on the court until 1 PM.  Rob noted that 3 and 4 do not 

really want to play on Saturday and vice versa.  So there is no reason for people need to be there at 

10 AM.  Seth said that the 6/7/8 tryouts are a different story and that the first group usually contains 

players who are willing to play in all 3 divisions.  The Board agreed that Division 5 Captains can 

show up at 11:30 AM.  Division 8 Captains should be there at 10:00 AM because that tryout is 

different. 

Rob left the meeting at this point. 

ii. Draft Time Frame – Lew suggested that we set a time frame for each team’s pick.  The Board 

generally was in favor of a draft and a discussion ensued about the format of the time limit.  Motion 

(Archie Messersmith, Donald Orloski) -- to place a 1 minute, 30 second time limit on per 

selection in the draft plus one 1 minute, 30 second extension per captain per draft to promote 

an efficient drafting process.  There will be a time out after rounds 4 and 6 for discussions 

about the remaining players.  If a captain violates this policy, their pick for that round will be 

moved to the last pick of that round.  Passed by voice vote.  Nick and Seth abstained.   
iii. Archie asked why we don’t take pictures of players trying out for league like we do with players 

trying out for Power.  Seth said it has been explained that there is a concern that we don’t want 

people to think the captains are picking for reasons other then volleyball skills.  Archie strongly 

disagrees with this and believes we should have pictures to match faces with skills. 

Lew left the room and Rene chaired the meeting at this point. 

b. Power Tryouts – Meeting tomorrow with the coaches.   

Lew returned chaired the meeting again at this point. 

c. End of Season League Tournament 

i. Transportation – Lew asked someone to do research into the best way to do transportation for the 

EOS Tournament at Queens College.  One option would be from Manhattan to QC, another would 

be Main Street to QC and another from Jamaica to QC.   Josh said they base these shuttles on time.  

Lew said therefore we might be able to offer more transportation if we do it from a point in Queens.   

ii. Format – We need to decide on a format but will discuss it of the next meeting.   



d. Season scheduling – D 1/2/3/4 finish their season in December and don’t play again until the tournament in 

the second week in January.  One of the members asked if we could avoid such a long layoff.  The Board’s 

consensus is that we should keep the scheduling the way it is. 

e. Pay 

i. Technical Director for Power -- $300/month stipend for the 9 months he coaches. 

ii. Coaches – Coaches are currently paid $35/hour for their coaching.  Joe looked at whether we could 

afford to raise their salaries.  Joe developed the idea of an end-of-season bonus.  If we have the 

money with sufficient interest in Power that we can afford it, we can then raise the salaries.  We will 

revisit a raise but the Board thought it was a good concept. 

iii. Referees – Refs are paid $25/match and $30/match depending on when they ref.   Lew thought 

about a $5/match raise.  Rene pointed out that we don’t have sufficient information to decide on a 

raise because we don’t know if we would need to raise dues yet.  Nick pointed out that we pay the 

lower end.  Josh felt that a raise increase was not necessary.  Joe and Lew will be checking into what 

we can afford.  Referee coordinator – currently gets paid $10/night for his services as coordinator.  

Lew suggested moving to a monthly rate.  Josh said he thought we needed to look at the numbers on 

this issue before making a decision.   

f. Master’s Tournament – NAGVA website has finally put it up.  Lew and Sarah will update dates on the 

website.  Rene asked if we have a flyer or something we can use to promote the tournament.  Bob asked who 

is running the tournament.  Greg is going to be the tournament director and Josh will be the registrar.  Lew 

said we used to have tournament co-directors for our major tournament.  Instead, we will have a Tournament 

Director and Assistant Directors so there is only one point person.   

Wayne left the meeting at this point. 

 

VIII. Representatives Reports 

a. Division 1  --  Nick – Looking for captains for tryouts.  Nick noted that there hasn’t been an election in 

Division 1 in a long time.  David Hylton and Wil Whalen have already been voted in at the end of last 

season.  Since then, four other candidates, have said they would be captain.  So Division 1 would still need 

additional captains.  Motion (Lew Smith, Rene Deida) -- appoint Jorge, David F., Louie, and Ayende as 

captains in Division 1.  Passed by voice vote with Nick, Archie, Seth, and Josh abstaining. 
b. Division 2 – They have all eight captains.  Bradley, the first alternate, will be a captain because one of the 

original captains dropped out. 

c. Division 3 – No report. 

d. Division 4 – No report. 

e. Division 5 – No report.  Archie noted that the division may need more captains, because they only have one 

alternate left and 3 captains trying for higher divisions.  Seth said he had spoken with Rob F. and Rob felt 

that they were ok.  Josh said Lenny might be moving to Division 5 and has captain experience.  Seth 

suggested that Archie and Josh contact Rob about making him a second alternate. 

f. Division 6 – No report. 

g. Division 7 – No report. 

h. Division 8 – Donald –There are 8 captains and 1 alternate.  But Donald has not been able to get in touch with 

one of the captains.  Also 2 of the others haven’t gotten back to Donald.   

i. Power Rep – Archie – No report. 

j. Tournaments – Bob  -- Bob said he likes the idea of 2 Friendship Tournaments as a use for our space and 

then BAP can do an A-Level tournament.  It allows BAP to continue using the space.  Archie suggested 

planning Sunday tournaments so that people who go to church are not constantly blocked out of the 

tournaments.  Lew said he will tell Charles of BAP what’s going on and then will put him in touch with Bob 

to coordinate tournaments.  Rene said he likes the idea of the tournaments as well.   

i. Lew wanted to remind people tell teams how to set up nets.  

ii.  Reffing clinic – Seth suggested having a reffing clinic for Division 8.  He noted that those new to 

the league don’t know, and never learn, how to perform the down referee and line referee positions 

during league play.  Nick discussed how he had to explain to the referees all summer what to do.  

Donald suggested that we have an actual meeting for Div. 8 captains where this and other issues of 

volleyball etiquette are explained. 

k. Webmaster – Sarah  -- Sarah said she will look into putting up a profiling program that will allow players to 

create a Gotham profile so that a player can instantly see all information pertaining to him/her.  Lew said he 

sees a complete website overhaul this year. 

 

Motion (Joe Hom, Rene Deida) -- Adjourn.  Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 10:46 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-05 

October 8, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  
Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep (Absent)   Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large 

Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep   Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep     Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep    Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep    Don Murray – Grievance Committee Chair (Non-Voting) 

        

Also present were outgoing Division Representatives Scott Schmidt (Division 2) and Wayne Gurreri (Division 4) who were 

still acting as Division Reps until the election results were announced during the Commissioner’s Report and their 

replacements were installed.  They remained and participated as visiting league members for the remainder of the meeting.  

Webmaster Sarah Cullen was present as a non-voting member until the election results were announced and then she was 

installed as Division 6 Representative.  Donald Orloski acted as Division 8 Representative until the election results were 

announced and then participated as a visiting league member until being appointed, confirmed, and installed as a voting 

Member-At-Large.    

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:24 PM. 

 

Lew welcomed the new Board members. 

I. Approval of Minutes – Because the July 31, 2007 meeting did not have a quorum, we did not move to approve.  Motion 

(Rene Deida, Scott Schmidt) – Approve the minutes from the September 4, 2007 meeting.  Passed by acclamation. 

 

II. Open Forum – None but Wayne noted that a member of his division may show up later. 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report 

 

a. Elections – Lew announced the election results for the 8 Division Representative positions.  There was only 

one contested election, Division 4, with Billy Bowden winning the election.  All new Board members are 

noted above as the new Division Representatives.  Lew thanked Scott, Wayne, and Donald for their service 

as Division Representatives over the past year.  Josh asked if the Rec Division will have a rep.  Lew said they 

would have a non-voting liaison because they are not a formal division.  Lew added they needed the rules 

governing the Rec Division to be more malleable because they are a small, newly formed division. 

b. Appointment of Member At Large – Lew appointed Donald Orloski as a Member-At-Large to replace Alan 

Amechazurra who was just installed as Division 2 Representative.  Motion (Lew Smith, Joe Hom) --  

Confirm the nomination of Donald Orloski.  Passed by acclamation.  Waseem asked what Donald’s role 

will be as a Member-At-Large.  Lew said it was to be determined.  

c. Appointment of Greivance Committee Members –  Lew nominated the following League members to serve 

as members of the Grievance Committee: 

i. Division 2 (term to expire June 1, 2008) – Bradley Schleyer.   Motion (Lew Smith, Joe Hom) – 

Confirm the nomination of Bradley Schleyer.  Discussion – Don asked if there is any other choice 

for this position. Lew said that Bradley was the only member to express interest in this position and 

Lew stands behind his nomination of Bradley.  Passed by a vote of 4-3-1. 

ii. Division 3 (term to expire June 1, 2009) – Angel Martin.  Motion (Juan Olmedo, Seth 

Eichenholtz) – Confirm the nomination of Angel Martin.  Discussion – Waseem noted that the 

grievance committee is supposed to handle situation that need to diffuse drama.  He asked what 

Lew’s criteria were when deciding to appoint these members.  Lew said he appointed people who 

Lew thought could look at the rules and form a non-biased opinion.  Lew said he had never seen 

Angel not put the interest of the league first.  Seth noted that Angel, like Bradley, is always looking 

to get involved and not too many people were willing to come forward and do that.  A board 

member expressed that he did not feel Angel could be unbiased in his decision making.  Lew noted 

that Angel has not been in a situation recently where he has been adjudicating something.  Don and 



Josh said everything Angel does is making decision making.  Waseem asked Lew to explain how 

the committee works. Lew explained that Don would bring the committee together to hear a 

grievance.  An Executive Board member will also be present at the meeting.  Waseem said that 

when considering Lew’s nominations, we need to consider whether this group, under Don, can work 

together.  Don asked how we solicited candidates.  Lew and Seth explained that an e-mail notice 

was sent out back in June.  Wladmir asked if we could remove a Grievance Committee member if 

they did not work out.  Lew explained that the Board can remove any of them by a 2/3 vote.  Donald 

asked about the process when a grievance is brought before the committee.  Lew said a grievance 

will be sent to Don after the incident.  Wayne asked what spurred the creation of the grievance 

committee.  Lew explained it was the size of the league and a desire to move the Board of Directors 

toward more of a policy Board and less involved in these issues between members.  Josh asked if 

anyone else from Division 3 had applied for the position on the committee.  Lew said no and 

explained that the committee was supposed to be appointed last spring and Angel was one of the 

few who expressed interest back then.  Rene asked Don if he had any reservations about any of the 

nominees so far and Don said he can work with anyone.  At this point, Waseem noted that people 

were not aware of these issues when they voted on Bradley and suggested we re-vote again.  

Motion (Waseem Akhtar, Seth Eichenholtz) – Reconsider all previous votes this meeting 

regarding Lew’s nominations.  Motion passed 7-0-1.   The Board broke for dinner and, over food, 

continued a discussion regarding the purpose of the Grievance Committee.  Motion (Lew Smith, 

Rene Deida) – Confirm the nomination of Bradley Schleyer.  Passed by a vote of 5-4-4 with the 

Chair voting yes to break a 4-4 tie.  Motion (Lew Smith, Juan Olmedo) – Confirm the 

nomination of Angel Martin.  Passed by a vote of 7-1-3. 
iii. Division 4 (term to expire June 1, 2008) – Dominic Borgia.  Motion (Lew Smith, Rene Deida) – 

Confirm the nomination of Dominic Borgia.  Discussion – Waseem noted Dominic has wanted to 

get involved for a long time.  Motion passed by a vote of 5-3-5. 

iv. Division 5 (term to expire June 1, 2009) – Reid Thompson.  Motion (Lew Smith, Seth 

Eichenholtz) – Confirm the nomination of Reid Thompson.  Discussion – Seth noted that Reid 

cares about Gotham and has been looking to get involved for a while.  Passed by voice vote with 

Alan Amechazurra abstaining. 

v. Division 6 (term to expire June 1, 2008) – Ethan Felson.  Motion (Lew Smith, Waseem Akhtar) – 

Confirm the nomination of Ethan Felson.   Passed by acclamation. 
vi. Division 7 (term to expire June 1, 2009) – Travis Pouliot.  Motion (Lew Smith, Rene Deida) – 

Confirm the nomination of Travis Pouliot.  Passed by a vote of 8-1-2.  
vii. At-Large (term to expire June 1, 2009)  – Wayne Gurreri. Motion (Lew Smith, Rene Deida) – 

Confirm the nomination of Wayne Gurreri.  Passed by acclamation.  
viii. Lew announced that he has no nominee for the Division 8 spot on the committee, with a term to 

expire June 1, 2008.  Lew had offered to nominate a member in Division 8, but that person declined 

the nomination.  Lew hopes to have a nominee for this position soon. 

d. Opening/Closing – Lew reminded the Board that there must be a Board member present at the opening and 

closing of the gym.  Waseem asked who is handling the open/close schedule.  Lew said Joe is handling the 

schedule. 

e. Scoresheets – Lew announced that we recently modified the scoresheets.  Donald showed everyone an 

example of the scoresheet and explained the history behind the change – refs occasionally reverse the scores 

on the old sheets.  Josh pointed that there is no where to put the team captain’s name on the sheet and he 

thinks the captain’s name is a better identifier than team number.  Wayne asked if we can have the team 

captains sign the sheet at the end of each.  Don asked who is making the reversal of scores, the computer 

imputer or the ref.  Lew explained it was the refs filling out the old sheet incorrectly.  Alan explained we had 

the same sheet as last year.  Lew explained that we still had these problems last season.  Josh asked if the 

scoring errors were because of the sheet or because the referees don’t care.  Waseem said it’s not a question 

of the ref not caring but that the sheet is confusing.  Waseem also said to keep League Ref Director Russell 

Rodriguez in the loop.  Alan and Donald noted that Russell developed the new sheet.  Donald reminded the 

Div. 8 captains that they are responsible for signing the sheet.  Several Board members noted that the 

Captains must be responsible for making sure the sheets are correct.  Juan said we need to communicate 

better with the captains about this issue and other responsibilities they have (closing the windows, etc.)  Lew 

noted that the consensus seems to be that we don’t need to change our procedures but that the division reps 

do need to inform their captains about what is going on and what their responsibilities are.  Rene will give an 

orientation to the new reps so they know what to communicate to their captains 

 

IV. Vice Commissioner – Rene Deida discussed logistical issues surrounding a consultant we have hired through a grant fro 

Washington Mutual Bank.  We are having a focus group meeting with the consultant on November 4, 2007.  It will be 



held at 305 7
th

 Avenue from 9 to 3 PM.  Billy asked if the consultant will send out a packet to prepare in advance of the 

meeting.  Rene explained that the Executive Board is having a pre-meeting with her to decide how best to get the focus 

group going. 

 

V. Secretary – Seth and Lew have completed the League-wide rosters for Divisions 3-5 and 8.  Seth needs help with typing 

in rosters for Divisions 1, 2, 6, and 7. 

 

VI. Treasurer – Joe Hom has returned from vacation.  He has checks from people and will update the list of who has paid for 

each division.  And Joe also asked for all receipts as soon as possible.  Joe will also be updating the open and close 

schedule.  Donald asked if there was a PayPal update and Joe said he will run a PayPal report tonight.   

Carlos Cassellano, a League member, arrived at the meeting at this point. 

Rene and Waseem asked for a financial/budget report.  Don said he can help come up with something.  Joe said he 

will have it by next meeting. 

 

VII. Old Business 

a. Tryouts – For the most part tryouts went well.  Waseem noted that the league filled 700 league spots.  That 

means during tryouts we had to work with over 1200 people.  Waseem said that is impressive given that we 

have no paid full time staff and everyone did a good job.  Greg said some captains ignore people’s position 

preferences and he thinks that is not fair to the players who are selected.  Scott said that is the captain’s 

choice.  Donald said the Saturday 4-2 division tryouts went well and Seth did a great job with the registration 

sheets.  Donald noted for next time that we need to have lots of extra paper and be prepared.  Scott said its 

important to get large size number stickers to put on players.  Seth said there was one captain who was not 

paying attention during tryouts and then that captain chose all absentee players.  Seth said this was 

disrespectful to those who tried out.  Alan suggested that next season we use a digital camera to take pictures 

of the players to help assist the captains.  Alan also said we need to take into account how many weeks 

people say they will be absent.  Josh noted that people are not putting the absence information from the 

registration form to the roster sheet and that information is being msised.  Lew yielded to Carlos – Carlos 

said only this weekend learned that there was a player from Div. 3 that was available and the D4 captains 

were not aware of their availability.  Lew said that we are always trying to not miss anyone, but with over 

1000 people participating in the process we usually miss one or two.  Seth noted that the player in question 

had at one point put down he did not want Division 4, then sent a subsequent e-mail changing his mind and 

that is why he was “missed.” Overall, no other players were “missed” this tryout.  Lew asked about the time 

limit on captain’s draft selections.  Everyone thought the time limit worked well.  Alan suggests more 

advanced planning for the tryouts in the future.  Don reiterated that it’s a policy that during tryouts only 

captains should be allowed in the tryout gym.  Lew said the captains need to respect the players trying out.  

Don said the person running the tryouts needs to be willing to stop the tryouts to give people the attention 

they deserve.  Alan said he did that during the tryout and unfortunately the captains need to be reminded 

from time to time.  Lew suggested giving the captains a few short breaks during tryouts.  Lew yielded to 

Carlos again and need to encourage people to tryout and that those people have priority.   

Lew left the room and Rene chaired the meeting at this point. 

Alan noted that people who did not play last season should be forced to try out.  Waseem said we go back and forth on 

this because some people make tryouts.  Josh said asked do returning members get preference.  Waseem noted there 

are real reasons why people can’t come, so it’s a balance between wanting them involved in the league and wanting 

people to come to tryouts, but the idea is practically returners are known but new members are not.    

Lew returned and resumed chairing the meeting at this point. 

Don said the reason we want people who have never tried out to try out is to prevent ringers.   

 

b. Carlos addressed an issue with Division 4 -- According to Carlos, a division 4 Captain, the result of the first 

game two weeks ago was 22-11 and it was recorded 18-11.  Carlos immediately notified Wayne once he 

realized the error a few days later, but he had signed the sheet on the night of the game.  Carlos suggested 

having the captains initial the scoresheet after each game.  He also suggested going back to the sequencing 

score sheets, where a member of the reffing team would check off each point scored.  Lew pointed out that 

refs usually fill out the sheet after each game.  Lew said that we are going to inform the captains about being 

pro-active about looking at the scores.  Greg said when playing in between games, its confusing to the 

captains to have to go to the ref, sign the sheet, and then return to their teams in the middle of the match, its 

best to wait till the end of the match.  Scott asked if the down ref could handle the scoresheet.  Juan said that 

maybe we should have a scratch scorekeeper.  Billy said we should speak to the referees and remind them 

that they need to be careful and remind the captains to double check the scoresheets.  Waseem said that there 

are now 68 captains in the league and he thinks all would know that they should be checking the scores when 



they sign the sheet.  Don said the division reps need to remind their captains to check the scoresheets.  Carlos 

said that previously the refs can read the score to the captains if need be. 

 

c. End-of-Season Tournament Transportation – With the End of Season Tournament scheduled for Queens 

College, Josh Christensen was asked to research costs for providing a shuttle bus service from some point 

near easily-accessible public transportation to the tournament site.  Josh reported back that he contacted 3 bus 

services.  It seems like one from LI gave an off the cuff estimate of $1000 for a charter bus running a final 

service.  The origin/destination doesn’t matter to them.  The reliability of the estimate and the service is 

questionable.  The other two services sent written out quotes.  US Coach sent an estimate of $1450 for 10 

hours of shuttle serve (or a school bus for $1150).  MetroCoach had a $1450 for a mini-bus.  Consensus was 

that we can afford to get a shuttle bus, but we need to determine the route.  Josh suggested the the shuttle 

pick up players and guests at the last stop on the 7 train to and take them to Queens College.  It will also 

allow for the most number of trips back and forth.  Greg suggested that the shuttle stop at 74
th

 

Street/Roosevelt Avenue because more subway lines run to that station.  Waseem said the problem with that 

is that it’s a 30 minute trip each way to Queens College, so it would mean one trip every hour or so.  Alan 

asked why we can’t rent 12 vans and get league members to drive them.  Josh pointed out the logistical 

problems with that, getting members to actually drive, scheduling those members when people not playing.  

Seth noted that we couldn’t even get more then 2 drivers to drive the Gotham vehicle during the Pride 

Parade.  Joe asked Josh how much lead time we needed to reserve the shuttles.  Josh said the places thought 

that we were early so it appears we will have some time.  Lew said we will send out a survey to the 

membership. 

 

d. Referee Coordinator Compensation – We tabled this issue from last meeting.  Lew explained the background 

to the new members.  We had been paying our referee coordinator a small additional amount for every match 

he refereed as incentive for the position.  We want to revert to a regular monthly amount like how we 

compensate the Power Technical Director.  Amounts of possible compensation were discussed.  Waseem 

asked if we discussed with Russell the amount.  Lew said Russell left it up to us.  Don asked what the budget 

allows.  Lew said we will be able to satisfy any of the amounts the Board has considered so far.  Alan asked 

if he would then referee at the standard rate.  Lew said that is correct, he will get a standard rate.  Waseem 

said one reason to separate out a salary versus pay a higher rate per match, it takes away incentive to over-

schedule himself.  Waseem suggested a salary of $100 a month.  Waseem said we can afford it, because it is 

$1200 over an annual $250,000 budget.  Josh asked what he made previous years.  Billy asked if there are 

any other employees that are paid similarly.  Waseem explained that Jeff Lipton, the Power Technical 

Director, was similar in how it the salary structure works but Jeff does a significant amount of more work.  

Billy said we should figure out how much we paid the Referee Coordinator under the old system and pay him 

that.  Seth pointed out that we are behind what the other leagues pay their staff so we are increasing the 

amount for that reason.  Billy then said the $100 seemed fair.  Motion (Waseem Akhtar, Josh Christensen) 

– Pay the Referee Coordinator a salary of $100/month.  Passed by acclamation.   
 

VIII. New Business 

a. Golden/Green Apple Tournament – Waseem offered to take over running the tournament.  We have four 

teams signed up to play in the tournament, which seems low, but it is in part a result of the fact that the 

NAGVA system isn’t working properly.  Josh has gotten several e-mails from more teams.  Waseem 

explained the history behind the Golden/Green Apple Tournament.  Because the NAGVA system is not 

working properly, Waseem said we should use our PayPal system and accept checks from local teams.  Joe 

and Greg offered to help with the tournament.       

b. Sarah Cullen wants to propose a women’s division (with a project codename that will not be repeated in the 

minutes) to bring more women into Gotham.  Don Murray said if were to form a women’s division we would 

need to reach out to non-traditional Gotham members to fill the woman’s division. 

c. Waseem asked for an update on school security.  There have been times where we have not provided the 

front desk attendants we had promised the school we would provide.  Lew explained that there were a lot of 

discussions about whether Scott and Josh, who provide security during the week, can do it on the weekends.  

Waseem explained the history behind the security league and that there was an intent to have these people be 

league managers, open up the closet and close the closet, and other tasks to take the burden off Board 

voulenteers.  Lew said Scott and Josh are reliable on Wednesday and Thursday so he is comfortable sticking 

with them.  The Board discussed other people taking weekend shifts.  The hours we need are 9:30 to 8:30 on 

Saturday and Sunday.  On Wednesday and Thursday, we ask Scott and Josh to work 6:30 to 10:30.  Billy said 

he will take the job possibility to SAGE and Greg will check with associates he knows at his job with 

TMobile.   



d. Waseem asked the Board members to have dinner with the principal.  Rene said that they have meeting with 

principal of school set up. 

e. Alan said he is planning on buying big storage containers for the closet to help clean up the closet.  Alan 

wants the division reps to tell the players if you lost something, bring it within the week or it will be cleared 

out.  Lew suggested a re-design of the closet.  Subsequent to the meeting, Lew appointed Alan and Donald to 

head up the closet re-design and League member Walter Eppich volunteered his services to help. 

IX. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – Don Murray gave the report for Nick D’Andrea – Nick and Don had to close the windows on 

both side of the gym.  Windows need to be closed to avoid confrontation with the neighbors.  Don reminded 

everyone that we need to remind the captains it needs to be done.  There is a sanction for not closing the 

window.  Don also noted that there are usual reffing complaints.  

i. There was an issue in Division 1 involving allegations of poor sportsmanship and aggressiveness.  

The issue was referred to the Board because the Grievance Committee was not yet assembled.  The 

issue may involve the discipline of players and it was suggested that the Board handle the situation 

in closed session.  Motion (Lew Smith, Seth Eichenholtz) – Move to executive session.  Passed 

by acclamation.   League members Scott Schmidt, Wayne Gurreri, and Carlos Cassellano left the 

meeting at this point.  Don Murray and others presented details of the allegations and the Board 

discussed the incident, which involved a player who was pressured to quit his team.  The Board took 

the following actions as a result of their discussion: 

1. Motion (Lew Smith, Greg Hughes) -- Suspend ********  for three weeks, effective 

immediately.  Passed by acclamation.  The suspension includes being suspended from 

and being present at all Gotham events.   

2. The Board agreed to issue a warning letter to the team captain ******** regarding his 

responsibility to diffuse these situations in the future.  

3. The Board agreed to give a full refund to *********.   

4. The Board agreed to write an apology letter to **********.   

5. Motion (Billy Bowden, Greg Hughes) – *TEAM CAPTAIN* must pick a player to 

replace ******* on the roster as soon as possible.  Passed by voice vote with Juan 

Olmedo abstaining.   

ii. Motion (Greg Hughes, Josh Christensen) -- move out of closed session.  Passed by acclamation. 

Names have been removed at the request of the Gotham Board to protect the privacy of the individuals involved. 

 

b. Division 2 – Alan said there are no problem in division 

c. Division 3 – Greg said the windows need to be closed.   

d. Division 4 – Billy had no report. 

e. Division 5 – Rob said that John Rappaport picked 9 people.  One of his players injured himself and told John 

he would be out for 2 months.  The player hasn’t paid and showed up.  It was discussed whether or not John 

can remove the player from his roster.   

f. Division 6 – Sarah has no report. 

g. Division 7 – Juan has checks for Joe.  Francisco Mimo had 2 players drop out.  Francisco tried to add a 

player who had not tried out and the other Division 7 captains rejected his choice.  He chose one player from 

the pool and Juan will revisit the issue of the additional player with the captains.   

h. Division 8 – Donald gave the report for Wladimir.   Everyone in Division 8 paid except for 6 people.  Donald 

will help Wladimir get up and running.   Division 8 felt their reffing this past week was inconsistent.  The ref 

was calling the division very tight.  Lew had instructed him to call more loosely. 

i. Recreational Division – Seth gave the report.  At some point, this division will have an unofficial 

representative on the Board, but until then Seth has been running the division day-to-day.  The Rec Division 

was started the week after tryouts because the League had over 60 people try out who were not selected for a 

team.  The division plays on Sunday mornings from 12 PM-2 PM.  We had enough interest in the division to 

form 4 teams.  Dues are $100 per player.  That includes a 10-week season and, of course, the League party.  

So far, the league has been a huge success.  Even though the skill level of the players varies greatly, everyone 

seems to be having a great time and is enthusiastic.  It has turned out to be a great way to give people and 

opportunity to play.  Lew, Seth, and Juan all are volunteer coaches in the division. 

j.  Power Division – Lew gave the report because Archie is in Atlanta.  The changes are going very well.   

k. Tournaments – Lew gave the report in Bob’s absence.  Bob is finalizing a Tournaments schedule. 

l. Webmaster – Will post some commentary regarding sportsmanship on the website.  Alan asked how we 

move on to the next phase of the website.  Lew said that he wants to get the new website up and running.   

m. Grievance Committee – Don has no report. 

 

Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Rob Frazier) -- Adjourn.  Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 11:24 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-06 

November 4, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster (Absent) 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  
Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep (Absent)   Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep (Absent)  Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)   Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep    Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep (Absent)   Don Murray – Grievance Committee Chair (Non-Voting) 

        

Prior to the meeting, the members of the Board present at the meeting (and Archie Messersmith) were joined by League 

Member Ron Luce for a League planning strategy session facilitated by a professional facilitator.  This Board meeting was held 

immediately following that session. 

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 4:22 PM. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion – Approve October 2007 Minutes (Wladimir Thomas, Josh Christensen) – Passed 

by acclamation.   

 

II. Open Forum – None 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report –  

 

a. Lew spoke with the Board about helping out in the greater project of the league.  He reminded the Board that 

we need everyone’s assistance in ALL aspects of league operations.  Seth echoed Lew’s comments.  Don 

said the Board needs to delegate more to committees.  For the example of tryouts, Don suggested having a 

list of people who can help and actively delegating.  Lew asked the Board how we can approach people the 

Board about needing help.  Wladimir thanked the Executive Board for the work that we’ve done.  He noted 

that he has volunteered in Big Apple and thought he said the direct approach, asking members to help for 

specific tasks, is what would be best.  He said he welcomed the opportunity to work with the Executive 

Board accomplish some of the tasks.  Lew said what he was hearing is that the Board suggests that we ask 

people individually.  Billy said that he wanted to be clear what the responsibilities are and said he was never 

told what those duties are. 

 

b. Retreat follow up – Lew was saying he was planning a fun social gathering for us one weekend in January 

between seasons.  It would be a follow up to the retreat/bonding activity. 

 

 

IV. Vice Commissioner –No report. 

 

V. Secretary – All rosters are done except Divisions 1 and 2. 

 

VI. Treasurer – Joe gave the approximate account balances:  $14,000 in primary savings, $4500 in FI (but we still need to 

give money to AVP), League has $61,700 in savings but we also have extra money in our bank account, so its around 

$85,000.  The tournament and party are the big remaining expenses for the season. 

 

VII. Old business 

a. Golden/Green apple – we have scheduled 16 teams in B and 4 in BB.  Party is being nixed and instead will 

have drink tickets at Gym bar with limited food in the basement instead of a full out party.  Green apple – 

only 3 teams signed up so far.  Bob said if we have 4 Green Apple teams we can do a tournament.  Don 

suggested having a woman’s tournament in the future.  Bob noted that even with NAGVA website problems 

and with lack of publicity, we are lucky to get a great turnout.  Rene asked why the communication regarding 

the tournament has been spotty.  He noted that there were complaints by the membership.  Billy asked if 



Gym Bar gives a discount on drinks.  Lew said that they give us free space.  Bob said that Waseem will have 

someone there for registration.   Seth asked if Green Apple will need certified refs and scorekeepers and Bob 

said he did not know.   

b. EOS League Tournament –  

i. The Board considered the issue of providing transportation to the End of Season tournament.  Rene 

felt we still needed to communicate with the membership regarding their needs.  Don said we should 

say we will be running a shuttle from the end of the 7 line.  Lew noted that we need to have a 

backup plan in case the 7 line doesn’t work.  Division reps will ask their captains to ask their teams 

so at the next meeting we have a good idea of what our needs are. 

ii. Format and scheduling – Lew proposed two options – one is the traditional double elimination 

tournament.  Another is to have the teams play in a pool play type tournament.  Bob explained that 

the first way would take 8 matches of 40 minutes – about 5 hours and 20 minutes.  The first session 

would end at 2:20, second session be done by 7 PM.  If we go the other way with pool play, it would 

take another 80 minutes.  Lew advocated for pool play, saying that it would allow more teams to 

play.  In this case every pool is independent so there aren’t any bogged down in waiting for a game 

to finish so another can ref.  Seth said he thought the “pool play” was a bad choice because the pool 

play, essentially, is the season play.  He also noted that the Rules of Play require a double-

elimination tournament.  Rene asked how pool play would work.  Bob said it would be the top team 

playing the bottom teams.  Juan said if there is a morning group or an afternoon group in the 

tournament.  Lew proposed because we have a lot of volunteer coaches to have 1/2/5/6 and 3/4/7/8 

because it works out best for coaching.  Bob said he thinks the best for scheduling is 1/2/3/4 and 

5/6/7/8.  Lew asked division reps to as their teams what divisions their coaches are from.  Juan said 

he preferred the pool play because we are taking the effort to bus people out there, it’s a big trip, so 

to go out and play 2 matches and then leave is a tall order.  Bob said pool plays said there is less 

chance of an upset.  Lew suggested that we take the next month to think about this issue.  As for 

tournament responsibilities so far:  Josh is the point person for transportation, information about 

scheduling and the coaches goes to Bob. 

c. School security – The Board discussed personnel issues with the current people we hire to sit by the door of 

the school.  The general consensus was that the attendance of these people is unreliable and insufficient for 

our needs.  A hiring process was discussed.  Billy said he checked with SAGE and did not get a response.  

Juan suggested going back to school security.  Rene noted that we needed a reporting mechanism for those 

who sit in the front.  Josh said if any other employee didn’t show up to work and didn’t call, they would be 

terminated.  Josh thinks that we should terminate our current school security people and replace them 

temporarily.  Joe said according to the budget, we have $1500 per month to pay for this.  The invoice from 

our current employees is lower.  Joe said the budget will allow for a shift to school safety officers.  Lew said 

he is making the executive decision to go to school security because his name is on the lease.  Seth stated that 

he thought the whole point of moving away from school safety officers was that we would hire people who 

can also open and close the gym and do other tasks for less money than school safety officers.  He said he 

would only support school safety officers on a temporary basis.  He also noted that the Board would need to 

take action regarding our current employees. Don said lets add to the motion a commitment to have new 

people in place by Spring.  Billy said we should have one person head up the search.  Motion (Josh 

Christensen, Wladimir Thomas) -- to terminate our current school safety employees, hire school safety 

officers for the remainder of the fall season, and by January 30 have a school security team in place.  

(Billy Bowden was not present during this vote)  Motion passed by acclamation.  Billy, returning to the 

room, agreed to serve as the security liaison and try to find new hires.  Lew said that Billy is the new Sheriff 

of the Security Squad. 

d. Gotham Closet – Donald, Chairman of the Closet Committee, gave the report. He distributed the re-design 

proposal who was helped by League member Walter Eppich who wanted to help with the re-design.  Alan 

Amechazurra is also involved in the committee.  Several board members noted that the plan lacks storage for 

volleyballs.  Don asked how we would store the balls.  Donald said that the proposal does not address how 

we will store the balls.  Billy asked if we are rebuilding the closet because it does not currently serve its 

purpose.  Donald explains that the space does not allow us to utilize it well.  Billy said it seemed wrong to rip 

out the current sturdy construction with all open construction and no security, such as locks on cabinets and 

other items.  Donald said none of the wood construction is salvageable if we attempt to change the layout.  

Joe wants to know how will a redesign prevent disorganization.  Donald said the new layout will allow us to 

label things better.  Lew said we should have first aid items out and have a way to everything else kept 

locked.  Billy suggested that we prepare referee kits that will give easy access to essential items (Russell 

Rodriguez, our head referee, should do this).  Bob also said his concern with the lack of secure ball storage 

was the power balls and BAP’s balls.  Bob asked if we could have an option like a tall plastic closet that 

would be locked up.  Game balls, Power balls and BAP balls should be locked up.  Juan asked if the proposal 



represents all the shelves on each wall.  Donald noted that there is no equipment on wall B.  Juan asked if 

there was enough storage space.  Juan also asked if we need school approval.  Donald said it was a good 

question and we also needed to figure out temporary storage while we redesign the closet.  Joe suggested 

using the lockers in the practice area in the school.  Lew said the Executive Board will broach these issues 

with the school principal in their upcoming meeting with him.  Billy said there is no place in the plan for 

volleyballs to be stored and that needs to be addressed.  Donald said he will work on that.  But there is space 

in the design for ball holding. 

e. Billy had to leave so he gave the D4 report.  No problems and everyone paid.   

f. Josh vouneteered to take on the project of obtaining a tax exempt number for the League. 

g. Josh asked for us to give Billy something as compensation for storing the beach nets.   

h. Lower Division Thursday Practice – Lew had sent an e-mail out canceling the unofficial lower division’s 

practice on Thursdays in the back area, citing noise concerns.  Seth said he felt that back room cancellation 

has nothing to do with the noise and should be revisited, but not yet.  Seth also said we should look into 

finding a new facility for these practices.  Lew acknowleged that the concerns are beyond the noise issue, 

that on Thursday nights, there is no space for people actually playing that night warm up.  Rene agrees the 

decision to cancel was abrupt.  Wladimir said he respects the fact that Thursday nights are not for Division 8 

players but more important is that because Division 8 is the lowest division, they benefit a great deal more in 

terms of practice time.  He said for the members he represents, having the additional practice time is critical.  

Wladimir said that other members are going to NYC recreation centers for the extra practice time and that is 

a lot of additional cost, considering what they pay to play in Gotham.  If the lower divisions can’t use the 

back area on Thursdays he thinks its important for us to look elsewhere for practice space, especially for 

Division 8, because they are players who are starting off and for other lower division players who would not 

mind paying a nominal fee for the practice space.  Wladimir has spoken with several members and they do 

want the space.  Lew said he agrees that finding another venue is the right solution.  Seth noted that 

practicing in the cramped back space can almost hurt skills as much as it helps skills.  Lew said that finding a 

real court for new players to practice on is the solution is the solution.  Wladimir agrees that the back is not 

ideal.  Don agreed that a new facility is the way to go.  Don said the noise level was so minimal compared to 

before.  He said it made a dramatic difference to not have the lower divisions there.  Josh noted the back area 

is open on Saturday mornings and all day Sunday.  Lew said Division 1 and 2 people don’t warm up a lot 

because they are used to not having the space.  Juan saying not having the lease endangered on those nights is 

crucial.  The amount of people showing up to practice is not constant.  Juan said providing free practice space 

is important.  The discussion shifted to the availability of the O’Henry School across the street.  Rene said he 

did try to reach the school this week and he recalls they use it for practice so it might not be available until 

past 7 or 8 PM.  Seth said he will work with Wladimir, Donald, and Juan to come up with a way to collect 

revenue.  The Board agreed to let Lew enter into the lease if it works out.   

i. Facility Search – Seth and Lew asked someone should take ownership of a facility search.   

j. Refund policy – Wladimir said someone asked to quit the league because he was not being supported by his 

teammates and captain in Division 8, ostensibly because he was not attending team practices.  Wladimir 

attempted to mediate the situation.  Wladimir asked what the refund situation was in this issue.  Don said one 

way to handle the situation is to say a player is required to show up for their match, but not for practice.  In 

terms of refund policy, Don said its always an individual consideration.  Donald noted that his view was that 

both the player and the team captain approached the situation in an obnoxious way.  The captain was very 

rude but so was the player.  Donald suggested crediting him for next season, so we encourage him to come 

back if he is willing to show the commitment.  Bob noted that if he missed three weeks because of business, 

the commitment was not there to begin with.  Bob liked Donald’s idea to credit him for next season.  

Wladmir said we don’t want people to walk away saying we are not supportive of them.  Secondly, Wladimir 

believes Division 8 will benefit as a training for captains.   The Board held a discussion about captain 

training. He said it’s a wonderful opportunity to get people interacting.  Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Rene 

Deida) – Credit the player with half a season to be applied should he play next season.  Motion passed 

by acclamation.  In another situation from a higher division, a player missed two weeks because of an injury 

and wants a credit.  The policy is that refunds are not given in those circumstances.  In another situation, a 

player knew about pre-existing injury, but tried out anyway and played in 5 games.  He now wants a refund.  

The Board decided as the injury is preexisting and the person played almost half a season, a motion to issue a 

refund was not warranted and we would stick to the no-refund policy. 

VIII. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – Don Murray discussed some issues with refs.  Don suggests an e-mail to go out tonight Jorge in 

Division 1 to remind him he has to pick a player.  The Board agreed to give the captain until Thursday and 

then assign a player (advising the new player of the situation before doing so).  Don offered to donate a 

laptop to the league.   

b. Division 2 – No report. 



c. Division 3 – Rene gave a report for Division 3 and asked what the minimum number of players is.  Must 

have 7 players on the roster.   

d. Division 4 – No report. 

e. Division 5 – No report.   

f. Division 6 – No report. 

g. Division 7 – No report.   

h. Division 8 – No report. 

i. Recreational Division – Seth gave the report.  We are collecting most of the dues and the division is 

functioning well. 

j.  Power Division – Don raised the issue that coaches are complaining that Jeff is interrupting the class and 

coaching for an hour.  Students are not happy with that either.  Rene heard the complaint from one set of 

coaches that he comes in, takes over for an hour, and leaves.  Other coaches said that they don’t mind as 

much.  Rene said we will meet coaches privately with coaches themselves, then meet with Jeff.     

k. Tournaments – Friendship tournaments on December 2 and 9.  Bob wants to have one friendship tournaments 

all weekend.     

l. Webmaster – Chris Dooley has been working with Sarah Cullen on a proposal to upgrade the website.  Lew 

and Seth will meet with them to further the proposal.   

m. Grievance Committee – Don has no report. 

n. Facility use – Lew spoke with Bob Martin and works with On Guard and they are looking for space to 

practice now that is.  Seth said need space for rec players, so maybe a portion of our space can be donated.  

Lew said we can offer them limited space now and reconsider in January.  Josh said outreach is important.  

Board agreed if we can we should help them out.  Lew is authorized to propose a plan to them but the Board 

agreed that we cannot offer them storage space.  

 

Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Joe Hom) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 7:36 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-07 

December 11, 2007 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster  

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large  
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large  

Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep   Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large 
Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep    Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large  

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep    Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep    Don Murray – Grievance Committee Chair (Non-Voting) 
        

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:45 PM. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes –  The Board reviewed the November 2007 meeting minutes.  Seth noted that in the “Refund 

Policy” section of the minutes, there was a discussion about holding a training for team captains. Motion (Rene Deida, 

Joe Hom) – Approve the November 2007 Minutes – Passed by acclamation. 
 

II. Open Forum – None 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report  -- Lew Smith 

 

a. Facilities – Lew reported that we have signed a lease with the O’Henry School for the Sundays throughout 

the Spring season, giving us use of the gym in that school.  We have also signed standard the leases for the 

Rustin school for the Spring for all days including Sundays. 

b. Back Practice Area – Lew had put a moratorium on Thursday practices for lower division players.  Lew 

reinstated limited open play based on a plan to allow temporary open play for the remainder of the year to 

limit the noise and address other issues.  Seth discussed the plan for how to proceed, discussing that the 

concept is to find a new facility for 4-2 Saturday and Sunday players to practice during the week at low cost.  

Josh asked if the practices had to be Thursday and Donald said we had been using that night in the back gym 

because it was said that Divisions 1 and 2 did not need the space to warm up as much.  (Don Murray entered 

the meeting  at this point).  Bob noted that next year we will have more Friendship Tournaments for lower 

level players and that might help satisfy the demand for more 4-2 play. 

 

IV. Vice Commissioner – Rene Deida 

a. Rene reported on the retreat we had last month.  Rene thanked everyone who participated in the retreat.   

b. Meeting with the Rustin School Principal -- Rene said part of what we discussed was collaboration with 

organizations in the community.  So, in that regard, and to discuss school issues the Exec Board met with the 

principal of the Rustin school.  Rene recapped the meeting.  He noted that the principal asked for more than 

uniforms for the volleyball teams.  He’d like us to do more volunteer work that we can do for the school.  

Supply drive and volunteer work preferable to money.  The principal also suggested a Gotham scholarship 

for the students and he would allow us to present it at the graduation ceremony.  These are things to think 

about. 

 

V. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz 

a. Elections -- Seth is working on the elections.  Please check to make sure everyone gets an electronic ballot. 

b. Facebook --  There is also now a Gotham group on Facebook. 

 

VI. Treasurer – Joe Hom 

a. Budget --  Joe presented the budget adjusted through the current day.  Seth asked where the 4-2 Summer 

League income was.  Joe said it was lumped in with Open Play income.  Don asked how many we had in the 

4-2 Summer League.  Seth and Rob agreed it was about 90, so Don suggested we break out about $9,000 as 

summer league income. 

 



VII. Old business 

 

a. Golden/Green Apple – Greg gave the report and said it went well.  Greg said we need to do something more 

on the Saturday night of the tournament because we are having more out of town players come into town to 

play.  Lew said we would need to increase the team enrollment fees.   

b. Season Ending League Tournament – Lew just found out two days ago we only had 6 courts at the Queens 

College site we are going to use.  

i. Scheduling – Bob said it would add 40 minutes to each session.  It will end at 8:20 PM.  Morning 

will be 1/2/5/6 and 3/4/7/8.  The Board figured out on the spot who coached which teams to try and 

create the least invasive distribution of divisions for the day.  Coaching was evenly spread out.  

Board decided that the format would be Divisions 1/2/7/8 in the morning and Divisions 3/4/5/6 at 

night.   

ii. Transportation – Josh gave the quote from US Coachways – 56 passenger coach $1456 or a school 

bus for $1150 (both do not include 15% tip to the driver).  Seth advocated for the nicer bus to ease 

the transition to the Queens site that some people are still complaining about.  Donald suggested that 

teams or divisions be given transit times.  Alan and Josh agreed.  Nick suggested sending an e-mail 

to each team and captain and encouraging people who can drive to drive as opposed to taking the 

shuttle bus.  Joe suggested using Facebook to alleviate the transit situation.  (Chris Dooley showed 

up to the meeting at this point).  It was decided that a survey link would be sent to league members 

to sign up for the bus.  Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Rob Frazier) – Authorize up to $2000 for the 

bus. Billy asked to confirm number of hours the bus would be running.  Josh said it was running all 

day.  Lew moved to amend the motion to $2500 and there was no objection.  The motion, as 

amended, passed by acclamation. 

iii. Because of reduced court space, the Recreational Division will not be able to participate in the 

League-wide tournament.  Seth said that the Rec Division Tournament will be Sunday, January 13, 

2008 if we can get the school. 

c. Website – League Member Chris Dooley joined with Sarah to talk about the website.  Chris designed a three 

phase proposal for website redesign, and created wireframes for Phase I – an online registration system.  

There would be a database built that would handle all league membership information.  Chris solicited an 

estimate for Phases I & II.  Seth referred the Board to the estimate of $12,500 for the initial phase, but the 

phase would be completed in time for Spring tryouts.   Chris informed the Board that the $12,500 amount 

was actually below what he would expect for this kind of work.  Greg asked how much will the entire 

overhaul will cost and Josh asked whether this is the most expensive part of the overhaul.  Chris told the 

board he couldn’t give the exact number for all three phases, but this would be the least expensive part of the 

overhaul.  Josh said he thought that it is a good idea to start now on the website redesigne.  Sarah said we will 

need to switch hosting in order to implement this.  Lew unofficially polled the Board regarding the amount 

for Phase I & II.  Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Greg Hughes) – Authorize up to $12,500 for Phases I & II 

of the website redesign on the condition that it is completed by January 18, 2008 and further delegate 

authority to a committee of Lew Smith, Seth Eichenholtz, Sarah Cullen, and Chris Dooley to negotiate, 

finalize, and supervise any contract to complete the work – Passed by acclamation 

d. Closet plan – Closet Queen Donald Orloski said we do not have an idea for the ball storage so Donald 

suggests not renovating the wall that has the current ball storage.  The details will be left up to the closet 

committee.  The renovations are presently scheduled for January 12 and 13.  Motion (Alan Amechazurra, 

Rob Frazier) – Authorize up to $4,000 for the renovation of the closet – Passed by acclamation.  
VIII. New Business 

a. Season Endng Party – The party will be held January 19 at Escualita.  Lew discussed the entertainment with 

Steve Harvey.  The cost to the league will be will be $18 a head.  Nick D’Andrea will coordinate the show.   

b. Spring Tryouts – (Rene left the meeting at this point).  Reviewed the schedule for tryouts.  Josh wants a shift 

schedule designed for tryouts.  Nick said we need someone specifically to sit and do courts who knows the 

players and how to arrange the courts.  He said the one thing for the people who are trying out is when we 

take a court sheet and mix/match division.  He said each court should be for a specific group trying out to be 

less confusing.  If its Division 3 only, for example, Nick said we should fill in with other Div. 3 players.  Seth 

also noted that with people arriving at different times, we need to have 3 separate orientation sessions for the 

people who come later.  This can be done during a Captain’s break.   Seth also noted that the feedback from 

the survey is that we need greeters and more staffing.  Nick said that greeters need to interview new players.  

Sarah said we needed 4 – 6 computers in order to do online registration.   

c. Equipment – Josh is restocking the closet.  Lew announced that we will be switching from Takahara brand 

volleyballs to Molten brand volleyballs at the suggestion of the Power Technical Director.   

d. Power – The Executive Board met with Jeff Lipton to discuss the Power member survey.  Lew explained that 

to reserve a spot in Power next season, a returner has to pay a $25 deposit.  If a returner wants to move up or 



down, he/she has to attend tryouts.  Lew and Jeff are meeting with coaches on January 26 for coaching clinic.  

Rich Reid is leaving so will be looking for a replacement and will be taking into advisement suggestions. 

 

IX. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – Nick had a few additions on 1 team, team 6.  The policy is that any players at this point will 

have to pay $45 for 2 weeks plus $25.  There is still an issue with Jorge’s team where they allegedly 

contacted a player who agreed to play and never showed up.  We will find out what is going on and Nick will 

report back to the Board. 

b. Division 2 – Alan is flawless. 

c. Division 3 – Greg said that he gave Seth the list of candidates. 

d. Division 4 – Billy says they are all good. 

e. Division 5 – Rob says they are great. 

f. Division 6 – Sarah says they are fine. 

g. Division 7 – Juan said he gave Joe all updates on payments. 

h. Division 8 –.Wladimir says all good. 

i. Recreational Division – Seth says all good. 

j. Power Division –  Power parties this Saturday and Sunday.   

k. Dues collection – People are still paying that have owed all season.  Monitor those who haven’t paid dues – 

they are not eligible to play.  Lew said it is unacceptable to still have an outstanding list at Week 12.  Next 

season, make it a goal to make everyone paid in on time.  If not paid, they can’t play.  If we have paypal, you 

must provide receipt to your captain.  Greg asked for a list of paypal payers to bring a receipt.  Seth said only 

Joe will accept payments from Division Reps.  Joe said he would make himself more available to accept 

payments.  (Rob left at this point).   

l. Tournaments – Bob said for next season that he will run the tournaments for different points during the 

season.  Donald said we will market to lower division players.  Seth asked if we were holding off until next 

season to start tournaments and Bob said yes. 

m. Webmaster – Sarah says she thinks that the hosting switch will probably be cheaper than our current web 

host.   

 

Motion (Josh Christensen, Sarah Cullen) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 11:29 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-08 

January 15, 2008 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster  

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large  
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large  

Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep   Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large 
Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep    Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large  

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep    Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep    Don Murray – Grievance Committee Chair (Non-Voting) 

        

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:37 PM. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion to Approve the Minutes (Rene Deida, Seth Eichenholtz) – Josh noted that in Sarah’s 

report that it should indicate that our new webs host should be cheaper then others.  Also, the final motion to adjourn 

was made by Josh Christensen.  Passed, with changes, by acclamation 

  

II. Open Forum – None 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report  -- Lew Smith – Lew had no report. 

 

IV. Vice Commissioner – Rene Deida – Rene has no report. 

 

V. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth has no report. 

 

VI. Treasurer – Joe Hom – Joe said we still had outstanding payments from last season.  We found checks in the closet that 

accounted for some of the members who have not yet paid.  Josh suggested that teams with players who have not yet 

paid should not get medals.  Seth said that the division reps need to approach these people and see why they haven’t 

paid.  Lew reminded the board that payment plans must be made between the Division Representative and the Treasurer.  

Billy said to remind captains that if they don’t have players paid, those players can’t play.  Bill said that it should be in 

the captain’s packets on a page that is a different color.  Lew asked if we should allow a $20 payment for the first week 

for those who forgot their checks.  Seth said he didn’t like the policy of “no pay, no play” the first week, but should be 

full payment.  Seth noted in the past we allowed three weeks before saying a person could not play and that a “no pay, 

no play” policy will probably affect a lot of new members who simply forget that they need to pay on Week 1.  Rob said 

in his division all members have 2 weeks notice that they need to bring the money.  Donald said he didn’t believe we 

should allow cash under any circumstances because it is hard to track.  Donald asked if there is some documentation of 

payment plan for members who need it.  Lew explained that the way it works is that the treasurer needs to be advised of 

standard payment plan, but the Division Representative can authorize it him or herself.  A standard plan is $65 in week 1 

and $65 halfway through the season.  Any alternation needs to be OK’d by Joe and the Division Rep.  Joe asked if it 

would be helpful for him to be there the entire week.  Everyone said yes.  Sarah said it is important ask people bring a 

receipt on the first day if they used PayPal.  Bob said (1) we should have separate sheet in the captain’s packet; (2) add 

something to the online registration to remind people; (3) payments are all due the first week if do not pay, do not play; 

(4) payment plans should be emailed to Joe; (5) Division reps are responsible for enforcing this; (6) each week division 

rep will email treasurer the update.  

 

VII. Old business 

a. Website redesign – Chris Dooley presented the registration system to the Board.  It was well received.  

Donald talked about how the new closet.  Lew thanked Chris Dooley for leading this project, under budget.  

Lew asked how we move to Phase III.  Chris said that its good to move into a redesign, but not sure we are 

ready yet.  The first two phases were rushed.  Chris thinks we should do more of an evaluation to determine 

what more we need to do to get the back end solidified.  Committee report back to the Board.  Chris said we 

need feedback on the database from the first run.  Power F will not be on the system when the link goes up.  



We can look at it and see.   Chris set a timeline of about 1 ½ to 2 years for the remainder of the design.  Chris 

said the final cost was $12,000, under the $12,500 budget. 

b. Election results – Division Representatives will be e-mailed the election results so they know who are the 

alternates in their divisions.  Archie said from here on out need to explain that people do not need to vote for 

8 captains. 

c. End of Season League Tournament – Transportation – Thank Josh for setting it up and Donald for driving all 

day.  After survey, found out only 80 people interested in taking the shuttle so decided not to use the 57 

passenger bus.  So got 15 passenger van for $480 and it was more than sufficient to carry the number of 

people.  22 people used it to get to the venue, so it was not successful in the sense.  Both Donald and Josh 

don’t thin its beneficial for the future.  Format Scheduling – Bob redid the schedule in the last minute to 

accommodate the number of courts we had.  The tournament finished at 9:30, which, for the size of the 

tournament, was great time.  Lew asked for everyone’s impression liked the idea of going out to queens.  

Donald said it was a good day.  Billy said it was a good day but thought there needed to be practice.  Lew 

said he was disappointed with the support from the Board toward the end. Waseem noted that the lower 

divisions were not used to the tournament format so good to expose them to it, since NAGVA tournaments 

are all played that way.  Waseem thinks now that everyone has done it, there will be a different reaction next 

time.  Archie said there should be an end of season tournament director.   

VIII. New Business 

a. Closet – Donald gave a report regarding the closet renovation.  The closet is not completely finished.  The 

painting was not able to be done because the walls were in bad shape and there wasn’t time to sand, prime, 

and paint them.  The good news is that the shelves can be taken out very easily so we can do that for the 

painting.  Donald noted that he decorates, he does not do physical labor.  Items from the closet need to be 

moved out so it can be painted.  Donald said planned on painting one weekend in the next few weeks.  Not 

all $4,000 was spent.  Donald said they needed to buy paint and hopefully hire someone to paint.  Lew left 

decision as to when to paint is left up to Donald and the closet committee.  DOOR NEEDS TO BE LOCKED 

AT ALL TIMES when we are not there.   Lew will be creating first aid kits for the referees. 

b. Tryouts – Donald and Josh suggested wearing something to indicate that we are here to help.  Donald 

suggested e-mailing the captain packet to the captains ahead of time.  Juan asked how the court system works 

before.  Seth sent out a list of responsibilities and asked for voulenteers. 

c. School Donations –  Rene asked are we going to do a drive for the school. Seth suggested giving list of 

school’s needs to membership.  Waseem suggested a raffle at the party to raise funds.  The Board also wants 

to do a scholarship.  We will look at a proposal at a later date.  Need to give gift to the janitors and 

secretaries.  Lew will ask head custodian what they need. 

d. End of Season Party – This Saturday – venue is set, Angel Sheridan is set, will be at Escuilita. Open bar from 

7-9, show will start at 9.  At show, will give out fall season all stars and tournament MVP.  Board members 

get to bring a guest free.  We need someone to work the door, thinking Scott or Josh to do the door.  

Wladimir asked if there is something done to thank the coaches for their work.  Lew asked Div Reps to find 

out who the coaches are so that we can do something nice for them.   Nick suggested thanking them at the 

party and to give to the coaches next season.  Will have a 50/50 raffle to help with school. 

e. School Security – Got an e-mail from Scott asking whether or not there is a need for Wednesday and 

Thursday nights.  Billy have a job bank listing on out professionals for facilities coordinator.  Waseem 

suggested we send it out to the league.  Donald said to tell Scott and Josh we are looking and send the ad out 

to the league.   

f. Equipment – We need to do a major equipment purchase.  We have 34 power balls and a bin full of practice 

balls.  Power technical director asked why we had different balls, so will go to one universal ball.  Two 

choices – the red Moltons and the blue Moltons which are softer like the Tachikara but playable like the red 

Moltons.  Waseem said there was always a debate about what balls stayed softer longer.  Balls cost about 

$35.  A discussion ensued about how many balls to buy.  Josh said he and Jeff had suggested a purchase of 

100 balls.  Lew asked for a motion for a general equipment purchase.   Waseem asked about the status of the 

net.  Josh said the net is in good shape but with the new hole we installed doesn’t let the Velcro straps attach.   

Motion (Archie Messersmith, Rob Frazier)  – Allocate $3,000 for an equipment purchase.  Passed by 

acclimation. 
g. Open Play – We have interseason open plays scheduled.  Volunteers set up the courts, take money – Joe & 

Seth will be there tomorrow.  Thursday – Josh, Lew ,Rene, Billy and Donald  be there.  The following 

Wednesday will include Archie, Joe, Bob.  Lew explained how to run an open play. 

h. Power Coaching Training Session – Archie said we are having one on Jan 26, will be for coaches and 

including some of the students.  Josh asked if it was just for the coaches, and Archie explained it was.   

i. Late payment penalties – People who have not paid they will not be able to tryout in the future and 

potentially not being admitted to the season ending party.  Also Lew floated a $50 fee and $25 if they are late 

by a week. The consensus that this was a bad idea.  Seth said we should just have a basic policy that if you 



are a member in bad standing (i.e. have not yet paid) you should not be participating in Gotham-sponsored 

activities.   

j. Sunday Retreat – Lew said he feels there is a lack of communication and organization.  We need to address 

immediate needs.  Lew said there has always been an idea to create a guidebook for what to do for different 

positions.  Lew would like to hold a half day retreat on a Sunday to do same brainstorming session and then 

create our own guidebook and you know what to do.  The Board thought it was a good idea.  Archie 

suggested that there is someone on the Board to walk them through things.  Look at dates in February.  

Wladimir says he thinks that its important for those coaching lower division, there is some sort of training in 

terms of dos and don’ts but in this past season, had some coaches being coaches for the first time and not 

being very effective with their teams.  Archie said we will ask Jeff to do a coach’s clinic.  Billy thinks that is 

an excellent idea.  Sarah suggested a coaching wiki to help coaches get information.  Waseem noted that we 

have expanded the lower divisions a lot and that we need to do something to facilitate the coaching process 

more.  Wladimir said that new people serving as captain are not aware of what they need to do as captains, or 

how to find coaches. and its hard to find enough people in the higher divisions to fulfill the role. 

k. Big Apple – It is 2 months away.  We have limited teams but still working on it.  Theme will be a retrospect 

of the past 25 years.  Show is still being worked on.  Lew will be director of Big Apple.  Greg and Alan will 

be associate directors.  Bob and Angel will be assistant directors.   

IX. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – Nick apologized for lack of participation but he is having issues that are preventing it.  Division 

1 tournament ran ok.  Nick’s team won.   

b. Division 2 – Alan’s team won the tournament.  Division is all paid up.  All had a good time.   

c. Division 3 – No report from Greg who wasn’t present. 

d. Division 4 – Billy says the division finished well and thanked Lew for helping them with the tournament.  

Jembong’s team won but it was a close final with David Caban’s team giving them a tough run. 

e. Division 5 – Rob said the tournament ran smoothly.  John Rappaport’s team won.   

f. Division 6 – Sarah said the tournament went pretty well. 

g. Division 7 – Juan has no report. 

h. Division 8 – Wladimir said that for the first time, people who participated felt that the tournament was good 

in general asking the captains for feedback regarding the tournament.  For the most part, they thought the 

new format was great.  There was some confusion 

i. Recreational Division – Tournament went well.  Will hope to have division next season but encourage new 

members to try out for Division 8. 

j. Power Division –  Archie said season was a success.  Feedback was obtained from students and coaches and 

it was delivered to Jeff, the Technical Director.  Josh mentioned that New York was well represented in New 

Orleans is that he attributes it to the improvement in the Power class.  Lew thanked Archie for his hard work.  

There was an issue between a Power C player and a Power D coach.  Waseem suggested that we approach 

the coach and see if he even wanted it addressed in any way.   

k. Tournaments – Bob will work on scheduling 

l. Webmaster – Sarah will work on migrating the new website 

m. Grievance – No report. 

X. Announcements – Great results from New Orleans NAGVA tourneys.  Archie had the most amazing hit in the B 

division according to Bob.  He called it a BB hit from Archie.  Alan said send captains   

 

Motion (Archie Messersmith, Wladimir Thomas) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 11:26 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-09 

February 12, 2008 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster (Absent) 

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep (Absent) 

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer     Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large  
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep (Absent)  Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)   Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large  

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep (Absent)   Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep (Absent)    

        

 

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:46 PM. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion to Approve the Minutes from January 15, 2008 (Josh Christensen, Joe Hom) – Josh 

noted that on the last page in Nick’s report, “presented” should be “prevented.”  Passed, with changes, by acclamation 

  

II. Open Forum – None 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report -- Lew Smith – Lew thanked the Board members who showed up despite the bad weather.  In 

the future, Lew requests that Board members give sufficient advance notice of cancellations.  Giving 4 hours advance 

notice is not acceptable and can cause others to come for a meeting where we may not make quorum.  Lew will be 

posting Board attendance records because he believes the membership has a right to know.  Lew doesn’t believe that 

attending the Board’s once a month meetings is an overly burdensome commitment. 

 

a. Conference Call with League Consultant – The Executive Board held a conference call with Marie, the 

League’s consultant.  We had one hour remaining on the Washington Mutual grant.  Lew had gotten 

feedback from Josh and Archie regarding the restructuring of the Board.  They had suggested adding a new 

Executive Board position that oversees development so there would be someone overseeing operations and a 

separate person overseeing development.  The Board discussed this mechanism with Marie.  Marie suggested 

that we preserve the Executive Board structure, have them all focus on development, and add a group of 

individuals under them to focus on league operations and development.  There would be a Director of League 

Play, Power Manager, Finance Manager (to allow the treasurer to focus on more budgeting and the FM focus 

on collection responsibilities), and a Development Manager.  We could fit this structure in, starting with the 

new Board in June, by using our existing Member-At-Large positions.  The Executive Board intends to adopt 

the recommendations that way and see how it works.  Therefore, there is no need for a bylaws amendment, 

regarding this issue, at this time.  Rene said the process with Marie was very strong.  Josh said he believed 

having the Executive Board focus on development was a mistake.  Josh said he thought a bylaws amendment 

would be superior because then the next Board couldn’t just ignore this proposal.  He noted that the 

Commissioner could just go in a separate direction if its someone who isn’t on board with this proposal.  Seth 

said he liked this proposal because it gave the Board the flexibility to try something out and shift it around as 

needed.  He believes flexibility is important.  He also noted that the Board approves the Member-At-Large 

appointments and noted that all division representatives will still be in office in June, so the existing Board 

will have a say regarding structure and it will not be exclusively up to the next Commissioner.  Archie said 

he disagrees about not having a Board member devoted to development.  Archie said there needs to be 

someone at the higher level to direct an effort, and analogized a new Vice Commissioner position to his 

college fraternity’s structure.  Josh said he likes the concept of appointed positions because we can pick 

specialized candidates.  Rene noted that Marie focused on that too.  Josh added, however, that he agrees with 

Archie that there needs to be one person to say it at a higher level.  Bob said he wanted to keep a 

Tournaments Director in the new scheme as well.  He said eight years ago the Board thought abut heading in 

this direction with structure, but things came up and the plans never came to fruition and thought it might this 

time.   

 

 



IV. Vice Commissioner – Rene Deida – Rene has no report. 

 

V. Secretary – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth will compile a membership list once tryouts are completed.  He will also create 

waiting lists for the divisions.  

 

VI. Treasurer – Joe Hom – Joe said we sent out all of the 1099 MISC forms to our coaches and referees.  He already 

deposited $32,000 of dues so far and then made a separate $3,000 deposit with payments from Divisions 5 and 7.  

 

VII. Old business 

a. Tryouts – we had over 800 people try out and they went as smoothly as possible.   The online registration 

system worked well and once we got a system set up around it, tryouts were incredibly quick and efficient.  

All rosters were posted within hours of division tryouts.  Power tryouts also went well, Archie reported.  Seth 

noted that those in Power E and F lost a week of class to an extra tryout, no one from that level was consulted 

or informed about it, and that wasn’t fair.  Archie said it wasn’t an ideal situation and it was a last minute 

decision he and Jeff had to make. 

b. School Supplies Drive – Rene reported we collected $165 in cash donations from the membership, in 

addition to actual supplies, to donate to the school.  Rene suggested using some of the revenue raised by the 

intersession open plays to augment the membership’s donations and buy a $500 gift card for the school.  

Motion (Rene Deida, Donald Orloski) – Add $335 to the membership’s donations to buy a $500 gift 

card.  Passed by acclamation.  Donald and Rene will coordinate the distribution of the donated supplies. 

c. End of Season Party – Once again, it was a success at Esculita.  Josh was particularly fond of Lady Bunny. 

d. Closet Renovation – Donald labeled everything in the closet.  There are still some finishing touches to be 

done and Donald suggested painting the floors.  The project is still under budget.  Josh suggested coming up 

with opening and closing instructions and will work with Donald to put those together. 

 

VIII. New Business 

a. Power Refund – We canceled one power class last season for Power C/D/E/F to accommodate a BAP 

friendship tournament.  Sentiment was very strong amongst the Power class enrollees that they be given a 

refund for this week.  A makeup class was never rescheduled.  Archie promised the classes a refund.  Archie 

apologized for promising the refund without Board approval.  The Board, during an electronic vote, put this 

off until the meeting.  Lew corrected the amount of the refund, it would be $14.  Seth said he felt we did not 

make any efforts to reschedule the class, and we had opportunity to do so, so in this one limited case a refund 

is appropriate.  Josh asked if we were giving credit or refunds.  Archie explained those involved in Power this 

season will get a credit, those who are not will get a refund.  Motion (Josh Christensen, Seth Eichenholtz) 

– allow a $14 refund or credit as appropriate for those enrolled in Power C/D/E/F in Fall 2007.  Motion 

passed by acclamation. 
b. Power Representation on the Board – The Board discussed whether to add additional Power representatives 

on the Board.  Archie indicated that the Power Assistants work hard and would like a say on the Board.  His 

idea is to have each Assistant get a half vote, and that would me 1 vote for every 60 Power members.  Seth 

said he was originally resistant to this idea, as he said the origin of the Gotham was the League play, not the 

Power program, and while he believes the League play aspect is still very important, Power deserves 

representation on the Board.  Josh said he disagrees with Seth’s statement that League concerns should 

automatically override Power, and it makes Power seem like the red-headed stepchildren of the league.  Seth 

noted that had misconstrued what Seth had said.  Josh said his concern was with double representation, 

members who are in League and Power.  Seth noted that they are paying two dues and they have different 

interests in those two roles, so having two representatives would be appropriate in that situation.  Archie 

agreed with Seth’s comment.  Nick raised the issue of whether Power is an offering of the League, or part of 

the League.  Archie said the Board discussed this issue and already decided it was not a business of the 

league, but part of Gotham. Lew noted that the bylaws changes made Power students members of Gotham.  

Wladimir agreed that we have decided that Power members are league members and deserve representation.  

The Board consensus seemed to be to add representatives along the model proposed by Lew and Archie.  

Lew said he will appoint a Bylaws Revision Committee of himself, Josh, Archie, and Seth to develop a 

proposed bylaws amendment to accomplish this task. 

c. Networking with the Center – Donald reached out to the Center to see how we can network with them.  He 

made a detailed presentation including using their Archivist to preserve league history the way Front Runners 

did.  Several Board members expressed hesitance to give something with great significance, such as the 

League’s AIDS quilt, to the Center.  Donald noted that the AIDS quilt was in poor condition and discovered 

in a dusty corner of the closet during the closet renovation.  It was agreed that the quilt should be better 

preserved and we will find out more information about possible relationships with the Center. 



d. Division 9 – Lew has removed Tim McNamara as Division 9 Liaison and appointed Seth Eichenholtz as 

acting liaison, as we move toward having a member of Division 9 have an actual seat on the Board.  We hope 

that we will have a candidate from that Division for Board confirmation by next meeting, after the division is 

formed this upcoming Sunday. 

e. Weekend Division Weekday Practice – Seth explained that agreement in the back gym.  Weekend members 

will be able to use limited space in the back gym from 7:30 – 9:30 PM with Board members supervising.  

Wladimir said we are still unsure of turnout.  Donald suggested that if we get it working properly, we can use 

a team captain or other non-Board member who we trust to relieve the Board members of supervisory duty 

every week.  Donald asked Lew to get collars to connect the net and will put down yellow tape to mark off a 

court area.  Seth noted that the space may become crowded because of turnout.  Bob suggested that the 

divisions practice on Sunday, when the back gym is more open, and when we have the O’Henry School free 

after Division 9 play.  Seth said he did not believe that Saturday people were interested in that option because 

they already play on the weekend.  Seth said he believes the best solution is another facility.  Lew thought it 

was too much to begin considering another facility and noted that the interseason 4-2 open play was sparsely 

attended.  Also, Seth noted that Sunday play would conflict with the Power classes that many Saturday 

players participate in.  Nick noted that the practice on Thursdays just kind of started and most Thursday 

players didn’t care, but it expanded beyond control.  Lew said if we are going to allow Thursday practice, we 

only will allow one ball being used.  We can’t offer to have whole teams practice because there is not enough 

space.  Wladimir said they will try to make it work with the space that they are being offered. 

f. Friendship Tournaments – Bob said that he will be starting a series of Friendship Tournaments every Sunday 

in the Rustin school and will be sending out a schedule.  There will be rotating tournaments for BB, B, and C 

levels. 

g. En-Guard’s use of space – Lew spoke with En Guard, who, as a courtesy, we let use part of the back gym on 

Sundays.  They had been claiming more and more space. They asked to use the back gym during the 

Saturday of 5/6/7/8 and we had to say no because it is our busiest day.  While we want to support the group, 

they have been demanding in their requests.  The Board agreed to allow them use of the O’Henry gym after 

the conclusion of Division 9 play each week.  Seth noted that, with that use of the space, there is now 

officially no time for 4-2 practice on Sunday anyway. 

IX. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – Nick said things are going well.   

b. Division 2 – No report from Alan who wasn’t present. 

c. Division 3 – No report from Greg who wasn’t present. 

d. Division 4 – No report from Billy who wasn’t present. 

e. Division 5 – No report from Rob who wasn’t present.   

f. Division 6 – No report from Sarah who wasn’t present. 

g. Division 7 – No report from Juan who wasn’t present. 

h. Division 8 – Wladimir said things are going well and he believes some teams still need coaches. 

i. Division 9 – Division 9 will be formed on Sunday.  The intent is that it becomes an official division, 

dropping the “Rec” name and becoming Division 9.  As discussed earlier, it is anticipated that starting next 

meeting the Division will have its own representative.  We anticipate 6 or more teams this season, an 

increase from last season’s 4 teams.  Seth said that Division 9 plays at its own date and time.  He had to open 

AND close every week last season, even though he doesn’t play in the division.  He asked for each Board 

member to either open or close one Sunday this upcoming season. 

j. Power Division –  Archie said they are looking to hire a new coach to assist Don in Power F.  There are three 

people seeking to be admitted to Power even though classes are full.  Dominic Borgia said he registered 

online but didn’t follow the other procedures e-mailed to him by his PA.  Motion (Lew Smith, Seth 

Eichenholtz) – Admit Dominic Borgia to Power C.  Motion failed on a voice vote with Seth abstaining.   
Motion (Joe Home, Rene Deida) – Admit David Caraway to Power C.  In Dave’s situation he had 

decided not to try out for Power and is now changing his mind.  Josh asked if David was given his deposit 

back and his refund from last year.  Joe said he will.  Motion failed by voice vote.   

k. Tournaments – No report. 

l. Webmaster – No report. 

m. Grievance – No report. 

X. Lew discussed Big Apple XXV.  He also noted he will order new league balls. 

XI. Announcements – Bob and Archie noted that we should give out e-mails regarding NY team success in NAGVA 

tournaments.   

 

Motion (Archie Messersmith, Joe Hom) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 11:17 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-10 

March 11, 2008 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster  
Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner (Absent)   Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep    

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  
Joe Hom – Treasurer (Absent)    Tomny Lor – Division 9 Rep  

Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 
Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep   Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)   Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large (Absent)   

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep     Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep     Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large    
   

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:21 PM. 

 

Nick D’Andrea was present by telephone.  Alan Amechazurra and Billy Bowden were not yet present.  Christopher Dooley and 

Tomny Lor were present as non-voting members of Gotham Volleyball. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion (Wladimir Thomas, Donald Orloski) -- Approve the Minutes from February 12, 

2008  – Passed by acclamation. 

  

II. Open Forum – None 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report 

 

a. Appointment of Division 9 Representative –  Lew explained that the Division 9 Representative position is 

currently vacant and Seth is serving as acting Division 9 Liaison.  Seth added that Division 9 is a full division 

and needs its own representative.  Lew yielded to Seth who introduced Tomny Lor, a member from Division 

9 who has been assisting Seth with the day-to-day operations of the division.  Tomny had expressed 

interested in serving as Division 9 Representative.  Seth said he has enjoyed working with Tomny, and, 

despite Seth’s attempts to discourage Tomny by pointing out the amount of work involved in being a 

Division Representative, Tomny is anxious to volunteer his time to serve on the Board and help Gotham.  

Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Juan Olmedo) – Appoint Tomny Lor as Division 9 Representative.   Motion 

passed by acclamation.  Tomny Lor served as a voting Board member from this point forward. 

b. Nick D’Andrea left the meeting.  The Board broke for food and Lew put batteries in his vibrator/flashlight 

while bemoaning that Sarah would not buy him a fisting vibrator. 

c. Grievance Committee – Lew has appointed a member to two vacant Grievance Committee Positions, one for 

Division 8 and one for Division 9.  There is also an additional At Large position, with a term that expires in 

May 2008, automatically created when the League expanded to 9 divisions that will remain vacant.  

i. Division 8 – Mike Modugno -- Lew nominated Mike Modugno as the Division 8 member of the 

Grievance Committee.  The term for this seat expires in May 2008.   Seth added that Mike is very 

interested in the position.  Wladimir said he is currently on his team, he is a nice guy and his 

temperament is appropriate for the committee and he would be objective and fair.  Donald said he is 

quiet, not a hot head, and he would be an asset to the committee.  Motion (Lew Smith, Seth 

Eichenholtz) – Confirm the nomination of Mike Modugno as Division 8 Representative to the 

Grievance Committee.  Passed by acclamation.   
ii. Division 9 – Eric Eichenholtz –  Lew nominated Eric Eichenholtz as the Division 9 member of the 

Grievance Committee.  This position was automatically created when the Board officially 

recognized Division 9 as a full division and has a term that expires in May 2009.  Sarah said that she 

thinks really highly of Eric. Donald said he likes him, even better than he likes Seth.  Motion (Lew 

Smith, Sarah Cullen) – Confirm the nomination of Eric Eichenholtz as Division 9 

Representative to the Grievance Committee.  Passed by voice vote, Seth Eichenholtz 

abstained.   
d. Back practice area on Thursdays and Saturdays – Lew said there has been an issue between D1/2 players 

who want to use the back practice area to warm up on their night of play and the enthusiastic 5/6/7/8/9 

members who come to practice on Thursday nights.  Alan arrived at this point.  Lew advised the Board that 



we’ve decided to stop all non-Thursday practice and should work to find an alternate venue for weekend 

members to practice during the week.  Seth updated everyone on the search for facilities and Donald 

suggested posting a list on the website.  Seth suggested, as a temporary solution, seeing if weekend players 

can share the back gym space with the Flag Performers who use the space on Mondays.  Donald said that the 

Flag Performers don’t come regularly on Sundays and wonder if they come regularly on Mondays.  Lew 

spoke with the principal and they will be removing the wooden barricade shortly in the back gym shortly.  

However, there is a new issue with Saturdays – Principal said they have Saturday school and they will be 

using the back gym area.  We have the front area of the back gym for practice.  School runs from 9-1 and 10-

11:30 and 11:30-1.  Lew said we need to inform the membership to be respectful of the students and teachers 

when they are using the space.  This change will only affect people who play in the first match in Divisions 5 

and 6.   Lew also said we need to make sure people share the areas we will still have for practice at those 

times.  We are also discouraging putting up a net in the front section of the back area because it causes a 

dangerous obstruction.  Rob said we need to find out how much room the students will need.  Lew said he 

would speak to the gym teacher.   

e. Donation to the school as a result of the school supply drive – there is a teacher’s meeting at the school on 

March 19 so Lew is going to present the donations.  According to Alan, Rene has the money raised during 

the drive. 

 

IV. Secretary Report – Seth said he will work with Tomny to figure out the Division 9 Roster.  He will update the 

membership.  Seth noted that Tomny needs a login for the score system.  Also, Wladimir and Bob Arcari need logins.  

Donald volunteered to do a Saturday open/close schedule and said he will coordinate with Joe.  

  

V.  Old Business 

 

a. Fire Island – The tournament will be held on July 19, 2008.  Directors will be the same – Josh Christensen 

and Lenny Rendazzo.   

b. Power – (1) There was a member in Power A who needs to work Saturday and wants a credit.  The Board 

discussed the issue and decided not to move to grant an exception to the no-refund policy.   (2)  Jeff Lipton 

gets paid $300 per month in his services and asked to increase his compensation for when he comes to 

observe, coach, and work with Sunday classes.  Archie is recommending a travel stipend.  Alan is afraid of 

other coaches will hear situations like this and want additional funds as well.   Billy showed up at this point. 

Lew said that he isn’t asking for transportation to his own class, just when he comes on Sundays.  Bob said 

he knew before the season that he would be coming in n Sundays.  Bob said just because his transportation 

expenses going up doesn’t mean we need to give him a stipend.  The transportation expenses would be 

$20/week.  The Board was unwilling to move to provide additional compensation or a stipend for Jeff.  The 

issue will be revisited at the end of the year.  (3) Looking for a permanent co-coach to work with Don 

Newcomb in Power F.  We will supplement with internal coaches until we have time to do a formal search.  

Leah will be the primary co-coach. 

c. Friendship Tournaments – Bob said they are going well.  We had 10 teams for B and C tournaments and 

teams are being turned away.  The C tournament on the 23
rd

 has 6 teams and the next two tournaments 

following that are already filled.  Bob said we had an issue with the previous C tournament with the school 

not being opened on time but everyone was patient and games were shorter but it worked out.   

d. Big Apple XXV – Big Apple is full.  We have 1 to 2 teams on the waitlist.  Registration is on Wednesday 

and Thursday at the Gym.  Giveaways will be sponsored by Manhunt and Pink Vodka.  We need volunteers 

for March 26 and 27 and 29.  These people will help with registration and on the weekend we will have 

runners to take scoresheets and help out as needed on site. 

e. Security – Lew said that he knows Gotham hired security was not at the school when they were supposed to 

be.  In the short term, whoever starts in the early gym on Thursday and Wednesday needs a person from the 

reffing team starting at 7 to make sure there are no gaps in coverage.  Billy, as Sheriff of the Security Squad, 

reported he had resumes for facilities manager.  Billy suggested that David Jordan be hired for all days 

except Sundays.  He will be a facilities manager, meaning we intend to train him to open and close, as well as 

provide security.  The Board had previously delegated hiring authority to Billy, but nonetheless, agreed with 

his decision to hire David Jordan. 

f. Relationship with the Center – Donald reported that he and Billy met with the Center to discuss ways they 

can work with Gotham.  Lew left the room and Seth took over as chair of the meeting.  Donald said that out 

of that meeting, they thought of 5 ways we could work with the Center.  Lew returned and resumed chairing 

the meeting.   Billy set up a meeting with Hector from the Center to talk about 5 things that they could liase 

with the Center on – (1) a Bingo fundraiser to socialize and have – possible dates are -- April 25, May 16, or 

June 27.  Seth advocated for April 25 for Bingo. The Center will also advertise in HX that we will sponsor 

Bingo that evening; (2) Sponsor a date for Youth Enrichment Srevices – specifically the we could have a date 



where we have  a bunch of kids in the gym to have fun playing volleyball; (3) 25
th

 anniversary of the Center -

- as part of the celebration they have different panels and we could chair the Sports Night panel;  (4) we will 

have some presence at their Orientation to let new LGBT residents know about us; (5) Archives – We 

discussed different options and Donald is going to have a follow up meeting with Rene, Lew and Billy to 

discuss archiving.  Nick showed up at this point. 

g. Closet Update – Donald reported that the closet renovations are complete.  The total cost was $3,845.62, 

under the project’s $4,000 budget.  Two net hooks are now where the Power Balls are.  We congratulated 

Donald on a great job. 

h. Ref Bag -- Lew asked the division reps to put the reffing bags out in both sides of the gym and check the 

supplies to make sure they are full.  Lew said the closet door needs to remain closed.   Nick noted that the 

nets should be put away properly. 

 

VI. New Business 

a. Website – Next Phase – Chris Dooley gave the Board a presentation about the website and the proposed next 

phases.  The total project should be completed by May 2009.  Chris Dooley will find people to continue work 

on the project and report the proposals back to the Website Committee and the Board.  Seth thanked Jeremy 

York for his hard work on Phases I & II of the website project.  Seth noted that Jeremy would do on the spot 

updates at Seth’s request that went above and beyond what was required of him.  Seth suggested the Board 

thank Jeremy for his service and consider a bonus.  Lew suggested allocating the remaining $500 that had 

been put aside for Phases I & II of the website project as a bonus for Jeremy York.  The Board agreed that it 

was an appropriate expense from the remaining budget.  However, Billy specifically noted that this was a 

bonus for good work, not additional payment for the job he did.  

b. Power Bylaws Change – Lew presented the Bylaws Proposal to the Board and said he will e-mail the Board 

the details. 

c. Pride – Tomny will head the Pride Committee for this year.  Donald and Seth will help Tomny out as needed.  

Tomny asked if he could find other members to help him and the Board said he could use whoever he 

wanted.   

d. End of Season Tournament – Queens College is unavailable in May and for most of June.  We need to be 

done with all tournaments by May 24.  Therefore, the schedule allows for 2 weekends at most.  We could 

accomplish this by having several venues on the same weekend.  Bob suggested checking out the Armory 

and also Rob suggested moving the party back after Memorial Day so that we have more time for 

tournaments. 

e. Summer Season – We are anticipating a strong interest in the summer season.  We have a 4-2 League and 6-2 

Open Plays.  Last season, after a season without a summer season, we had 10 teams in the League, 4 in 

Division A and 6 in Division B.  This year, we intend to have the maximum number of teams – 6 teams in 

Division A and 6 teams in Division B.  We max out at six teams because we only have 3 slots for games in 

each gym, so that we don’t stay too late and disturb the neighbors.  However, if there is very strong interest, 

we might attempt an experiment and have 8 teams per division and include bye-weeks.  If this format works 

out, we may expand Divisions 1 and 2 next Fall to include 9 teams each with scheduled bye-weeks.  This will 

accommodate more people interested in intermediate/advanced 6-2 play.  In any event, we will set up the 

summer schedule shortly. 

f. Social Opportunities – Lew discussed social fundraisers/parties with the owner of the Monster in the West 

Village.  Kristine Bungay from Division 6 also spins at Stonewall Inn and is interested in having Gotham 

social events at that site.   

g. Insurance – Seth advised the Board that the League has insurance that covers injury during league activities 

to our members without health insurance.  If such an injury occurs, it must be reported to Seth as insurance 

coordinator.  Seth advised the Division representatives that he will be relying on their information and this 

insurance feature cannot be abused.  Billy noted that he sells insurance. 

h. Sportsmanship – Lew noted that there seems to be a downturn in sportsmanship this season.  Whereas we 

never had any in-game discipline in recent seasons, this past week we had two yellow cards in the first match 

in Division 6.  Lew is starting a new system where the Commissioner will send email to yellow card 

recipients to remind them of sportsmanship policy and that sanctions can be assessed if their conduct 

becomes repetitive.  Division Reps will remind captains of the League’s sportsmanship policy. 

 

VII. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – Nick has payments from Division 1.  Nick will not be there this Thursday and asked others from 

the Board to help collect.  In terms of roster changes – on Division 1, Team 6 – Ren Osborne needs to be 

deleted and Julio Huayanay added.  

b. Division 2 – Alan said there are no problems.  Final payments due tomorrow for those with payment plans.  

Alan said he will send the captains an e-mail about reffing and security.   



c. Division 3 – No report from Greg who wasn’t present.  Bob said everyone is happy.  

d. Division 4 – Billy said everything is good. 

e. Division 5 – Rob brought up an issue in Division 5.  There are two teams where two people have dropped 

off.  First is Danny Agosto’s team.  Jupiter came the first week, played without paying, and then Danny said 

Jupiter will not be playing this season because he got injured.  Lew said there was a forfeit from Danny’s 

team because Jupiter didn’t pay.  Second situation is Rob Kobosolski who dropped out this season.  This is 

the second time he has done this in the past 3 seasons after being selected.  Sanctions were discussed, 

including a suspension from Gotham play.  Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Alan Amechazurra) – In light of 

his repeated conduct, if Rob Kolbasowski tries out next season, he must pre-pay his season dues prior 

to tryouts, only to be refunded in the event he does not make a team.  Motion passed by acclamation.   
f. Division 6 – There is an issue in Div 6 with a player who paid, didn’t want to play after a week, and disputed 

his PayPal charge.  Possible sanctions were discussed.  Seth said that sanctions are not necessary -- if you 

dispute the charge and it gets refunded, as it had in this case, you haven’t paid us and if you haven’t paid us 

you, under the Bylaws you are automatically a member in bad standing and cannot participate in League 

activities until you pay.   

g. Division 7 – Juan said everything is fine.  One payment plan is finishing this week. 

h. Division 8 – Division 8 has one player on a payment plan.  There is a situation where Oscar Fenno has not 

played any of his games so Andrew Luke has been acting as captain.   Oscar also hasn’t paid.  Wladimir will 

work to clear up the situation. 

i. Division 9 – Tomny said things were fine but he was wondering if there was practice space in the O’Henry 

school.  Seth said he didn’t think that there was room.  Lew welcomed Tomny aboard.  Seth mentioned they 

were looking into using the League’s walkie talkies to communicate between the practicing teams at Rustin 

and the game site in O’Henry.  Donald said he did not know where walkie talkies were. 

j. Power – Archie was absent.  

k. Tournaments – Nothing beyond what had already been discussed. 

l. Webmaster – Sarah said we have begun the migration over to the new server.  Sarah said we might want to 

devise a new system to replace our current scoring/calendaring system.  Lew said he will talk to Chris 

Dooley about adding it to the project list. 

VIII. Announcements – This week features the match of the century between Bob’s team and Rene’s team.  Wlad’s team is 

also moving up to the standings.  Rob is tied with Danny Agosto for 1
st
 place.  Nick announced that a certain Board 

member had hickies this Sunday, he suggested toothpaste or turtlenecks as a possible cover up in the future.  Lew has his 

swearing in date and will be a real lawyer in April. 

 

Motion (Rob Frazier, Donald Orloski) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 10:59 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-11 

April 8, 2008 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster  

Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep    

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  

Joe Hom – Treasurer      Tomny Lor – Division 9 Rep  
Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 

Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep   Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large  
Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep     Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large    

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep     Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep     Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large   

       Don Murray – Grievance Committee Chair (Non-Voting) 

     

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:31 PM. 

 

Eric Eichenholtz was present as non-voting members of Gotham Volleyball. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion (Rene Deida, Rob Frazier) -- Approve the Minutes from March 11, 2008  – Passed 

by voice vote with Greg Hughes and Waseem Akhtar abstaining. 
  

II. Open Forum – None. 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report 

 

a. Grievance Committee Report – The Grievance Committee met two weeks ago regarding a grievance.  The 

committee issued a lengthy opinion and dissent, which is incorporated into these minutes by reference.  Don 

said the meeting and the process was really calm and collected.  Don was impressed with the majority 

decision written by Eric.  Don said the Board should see from this incident how rules are interpreted and 

taken by the membership and Don said it should be a learning experience.  Lew mentioned the committee 

made recommendations that we will look at next meeting.  Lew decided not to appeal the decision.  Lew 

believes that Alan complied with the letter of the law and in Lew’s opinion with the intention of the rule, 

however, because no policies were easily accessible to the membership regarding payment plans, he believes 

that needs to be clarified and there is, therefore, no basis for an appeal.  Lew said he strongly supports Alan 

for doing what as a Board we discussed doing in order to collect payments.  Rene asked what happened with 

reinstatement of the points.  Lew said the forfeit will be dismissed and the original scoring will be reinstated.  

There was another team in Division 2 who was also affected by this but did not appeal, and Lew suggested 

the Board reverse that forfeit as well.  Motion (Seth Eichenholtz, Rene Deida) – Reinstate the 

appropriate final scores for Ramon Azria’s team for the same week at issue in the grievance.  Alan 

Amechazurra arrived at this point.  Motion passed by voice vote, with Greg Hughes and Wladimir 

Thomas opposing and Alan Amechazurra abstaining.   Lew thinks the Grievance Committee did a 

fantastic job with the process and thanked Eric Eichenholtz for the lengthy majority opinion.   

b. Lew said there was an incident on Saturday. 

 

IV. Vice Commissioner 

 

a. Rene discussed that a local paper, Chelsea Now, had articles about the school and John Anglet, the principal.  

The first one was very negative.  Archie Messersmith arrived at this point.   Rene wants to write a letter in 

support of the principal since he has been supportive of our League and we believe he does a wonderful job.  

Waseem suggested Ethan write it.   

b. Rene got a call from the Anti-Violence Project.  They asked if we wanted to be a sponsor of a get together at 

Stonewall.  Waseem suggested offering advertisements and volunteers.   

c. Hispanic AIDS Forum is having a gala over the summer and they sent Rene a brochure with all of the 

sponsorship information for us to discuss.  Rene suggests that we can sponsor the program rather than a 

donation for the meeting space they provide for the Board free of charge. 

 



V. Secretary Report – Seth still needs to work with Tomny regarding correct Division 9 payments and rosters.  Please send 

updated rosters to Seth. 

 

VI. Treasurer Report – Joe said that division payments need to be turned into him as soon as possible. 

  

VII.  Old Business 

 

a. School Donation Drive – Rene said that we need to give the materials to the principal.  Either Lew will go 

early in the morning or Joe later in the afternoon.   

b. Power – Archie – Nothing. 

c. Friendship Tournaments -- Bob was thinking of moving the April 30 and May 1 to mid-May because it will 

also give time for Div. 1/2/3/4 teams to warm up before the tournament.  The Board agreed.  Bob reviewed 

the rest of the schedule. 

d. Big Apple – Tournament went well  It had 72 teams, the biggest tournament ever.  Rene’s team won.  Alan 

thanked all of the volunteers.  Special thanks to Craig Skelton from Division 9 for doing a lot of volunteer 

work.  Bob asked what the feedback was on the split session format.  Lew said players loved it.  Archie 

suggested that the directors assert more control over Escualita and the show directors.  Don mentioned that 

Escualita undercharges us for the space so keep that in mind when negotiating with them.  Lew said he would 

get a guaranteed rehearsal space and it would be worth it, even if it cost more.  A discussion ensued about the 

details of Escualita and how they charged us.  Don asked what the proceeds were.  Lew said still needs to be 

tallied but wasn’t really a make money event.   

e. School Security – Billy Bowden arrived at this point.  Lew said he will turn it over to Billy.  Billy had 

offered the job to David Jordan, but David was no longer available.  Billy has resumes for at least 3 other 

people.  Greg said he has a resume for someone who wants the job.  Billy will hire someone tomorrow. 

 

VIII. New Business 

a. Bylaws – Lew reintroduced a bylaws amendment proposal regarding giving Power Representatives a limited 

vote on the Board, incorporated into these minutes by reference.  Motion (Rene Deida, Joe Hom) – 

Approve the bylaws amendment and send it to the membership for ratification.    Bob suggested 

rewriting all instances of “beginning of the fall season” to “by the third week of class to by the third week of 

the fall season.”  The suggestion was accepted.  Motion passed by voice vote, with Waseem Akhtar voting 

no and Seth Eichenholtz abstaining. 

b. Lew then introduced another bylaws amendment to revise a section of the bylaws pertaining to the Grievance 

Committee, incorporated into these minutes by reference.  Lew accepted a suggestion to change the first 

section 5(a) to say “chairperson” and keep that change in the remainder of the bylaws.  Lew also will change 

section 4(a) to the same nomination/approval language used in 4(c).  Motion (Archie Messersmith, 

Wladimir Thomas) –Approve the bylaws amendment and send it to the membership for ratification.  

Motion passed by acclamation. 

c. Elections – Elections are coming up.  A discussion will be held on line with details regarding scheduling and 

other issues. 

d. School scholarships – Rene said we wanted to have scholarships for students at the school – one for 

volleyball and one who has done something for the gay/lesbian community and one for volleyball.  Rene said 

the funds can come from the Friendship Tournament proceeds.  Lew said one of them wouldn’t be just a 

volleyball scholarship but an extracurricular scholarship to be more inclusive.  Don asked if the scholarship 

could be just for community service.  Lew said he was wanted it more expansive.  Donald asked if it could 

just be sports and Lew said that is still very limiting.  Waseem suggests sticking to gay and volleyball issues 

because those are the core of our purpose in Gotham, and he thinks we should keep it focused on our 

mission.  Billy asked how we would monitor how the students spend the money, and noted they can spend it 

on what they wanted to.  Seth said that is typically how community based, smaller high school scholarships 

work, with trust in the student.  Tomny said we should give the money to a gay athlete.  Don noted that in our 

mission statement, we do not discriminate and are inclusive of all sexual orientations so we should not limit 

ourselves to someone who identifies as gay.  Seth agreed with Don.  Waseem suggested saying there is a 

preference for anyone involved with volleyball.  Juan agreed about the community service aspect.  He 

wanted to acknowledge someone within school who works to make it a more inclusive environment.  Greg 

suggested one scholarship could be toward athletics in general and suggested giving it to the KEY club 

members who do community service.  Tomny suggested a gift cards, one for Staples and one for Barnes and 

Nobles.  Archie said the biggest help to someone is to give them free money so they can use it where it is 

needed.  Motion (Billy Bowden, Tomny Lor) -- Approve two $500 scholarships and give discretion to 

the committee of Rene Deida, Seth Eichenholtz and Lew Smith to create parameters for the 

scholarships.  Motion passed by acclamation.  Don Murray left the meeting at this point. 



e. Tournament schedule – We need to hold tournaments at the high school over a course of several days, 

including Mother’s Day.  Instead of Mother’s Day, Waseem suggested that we can use an extra set of polls 

for Seward Park and hold some tournaments there.  Seth asked Tomny if Division 9 would be willing to play 

on Mother’s Day if it meant their coaches would be available.  Tomny said they would rather have their 

coaches there then avoid Mother’s Day.  Billy and Bob are going to work together to find out if the Brooklyn 

Armory is feasible for future seasons.   

f. Summer/Fall season and calendar – Lew is going to see Yvonne at the school to renew leases and is looking 

at the calendar.  The Board tentatively set June 9 as the date for the tryouts for the 4-2 summer league.  We 

are planning a 10 week season with tournament.  Discussion ensued regarding how 4-2 league works in terms 

of who can try out.   

g. Waseem wants to mention the windows – need to keep windows closed on one side of the East gym because 

the noise echoes between the buildings.   

 

IX. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – None.  Lew noted that because Nick was never formally on a Division 1 roster until recently, his 

position was technically vacant by operation of the bylaws, and Lew would like the Board to formally re-

appoint him.  Motion (Lew Smith, Tomny Lor) – Appoint Nick D’Andrea as Division 1 Representative.  

Motion passed by acclamation.  

b. Division 2 – Alan said that Division 2 has full payment.  Alan is disappointed in the Grievance Committee 

decision.  Alan said he was willing to drop the issue but was encouraged by Lew to press forward and feels 

that now he is the one suffering the consequences of a decision that was not his.     

c. Division 3 – None. 

d. Division 4 – None. 

e. Division 5 – Rob said he is getting lots of e-mails regarding when the Division Tournament will be.     

f. Division 6 – None. 

g. Division 7 – Juan said everything is fine.  One payment plan is finishing this week. 

h. Division 8 – Division 8 is all paid in full.  

i. Division 9 – None. 

X. Website -- Chris Dooley gave a presentation regarding website, incorporated into these minutes by reference.  Chris had 

not shown the proposal to the website committee prior to the Board meeting.  Chris was questioned regarding whether 

he was acting as a private consultant or as the League’s advocate in searching for a web programmer.  Chris said there 

has been an evolution of his role, from volunteer League advocate to paid private consultant.  Archie noted, since Chris 

is now charging the League to be a private consultant/project manager, whether any due diligence was done to establish 

whether or not the proposal Chris puts forward is a fair one.  Seth noted that we had a comparable quote for the first 

phases of the project, but we have not done any research regarding Chris’s most recent proposal.  Again, the Committee 

had not even seen the proposal that the Board was presented with.  Other Board members agreed with Archie’s concern 

and Billy requested that the committee produce a report to establish whether or not the bid is fair.  Archie noted the fact 

that Chris was once the League’s advocate and is now charging the league for his services, and that change of role 

requires a new level of examination of his proposal.  Seth and Lew agreed and told the Board that the Website 

Committee, which no longer includes Chris, would get back to them regarding this issue, and requested the Board take 

no action until that time.  Chris was asked what the next phase would be after this phase, and he said he thought it would 

be the redesign of the actual website. 

 

XI. Fire Island Tournament – Billy secured the community center for the party on July 19 from 6 PM to 10 PM.   

 

XII. Announcements – Archie got engaged!  The Board congratulated Archie.   

 

Motion (Rene Deida, Joe Hom) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 10;53 PM. 



GOTHAM VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE, INC. 
Board of Directors Meeting # 07-12 

May 6, 2008 

 
Attendees: 

Lew Smith – Commissioner    Sarah Cullen – Division 6 Rep/Webmaster  
Rene Deida – Vice Commissioner    Juan Olmedo – Division 7 Rep (Absent)   

Seth Eichenholtz – Secretary    Wladimir Thomas – Division 8 Rep  
Joe Hom – Treasurer      Tomny Lor – Division 9 Rep (Absent) 

Nick D’Andrea – Division 1 Rep    Bob Arcari – Member-At-Large 
Alan Amechazurra – Division 2 Rep   Waseem Akhtar – Member-At-Large (Absent) 

Greg Hughes – Division 3 Rep (Absent)   Josh Christensen – Member-At-Large    

Billy Bowden – Division 4 Rep     Archie Messersmith – Member-At-Large (Absent)  

Rob Frazier – Division 5 Rep     Donald Orloski – Member-At-Large   
     

Lew called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM. 

 

I. Approval of Minutes – Motion (Wladimir Thomas, Rene Deida) – Approve the Minutes from April 8, 2008  -- 

Friendly amendment to add “what” between “Rene asked” and “happened” in the Grievance Committee Report section. 

– Passed by voice vote (Nick D’Andrea and Josh Christensen abstained). 

  

II. Open Forum – None. 

 

III. Commissioner’s Report – Lew Smith 

 

a. Election Results – We closed the balloting at 5 PM today.  Results of all elections are incorporated into these 

minutes by reference.  The 2008-2009 Gotham Executive Board winners were as follows: 

i. Commissioner – Lew Smith 

ii. Vice Commissioner – Seth Eichenholtz 

iii. Secretary – Donald Orloski 

iv. Treasurer – Josh Christensen 

We will be re-running the Division 1 captains election because some people said they didn’t get the chance to 

sign up on the sheet.  All other Captains election results are integrated into these minutes by reference and 

will be announced to the membership via e-mail announcement.  The bylaws amendment passed.   

 

IV. Vice Commissioner – Rene Deida 

a. Rene hasn’t had a chance to do anything with the scholarship and will get it done this week.  Hispanic AIDS 

Forum, who generously provide us with our meeting space for free, has sent an invitation to sponsor their 

awards event.  They request a $2,500 donation.  Lew said will put Big Apple proceeds toward this. 

b. Donald asked about the school supply drive.  Rene said he will work on giving the supplies to the principal. 

 

V. Secretary Report – Seth Eichenholtz – Seth thanked all of the rest of the Board for all of their support and assistance this 

year and is looking forward to becoming the Vice Commissioner. 

 

VI. Treasurer Report – Joe was having a hot flash.  Joe explained the status of our bank accounts.  We have $136,000 in our 

CDs, $1,500 in the Fire Island account, $12,000 in the League account, and over $9,000 in the Big Apple account, so we 

have approximately $161,000 total. 

  

VII.  Old Business 

 

a. End of Season Tournament – So far, the tournaments are happening as scheduled last meeting.  Lew asked 

Div Reps to give seeding to Bob.  Lew reminded Div reps that they run their own tournaments.  Seth 

suggested putting season awards on schedule 

b. End of Season Party – It will be held on May 31 at Escualita.  Steve Harvey is trying to get the show to 

return. Rene asked whether we have discussed whether we have asked for more Latin music.  We did ask the 

DJ to play more latin music.  Catering is taken care of.  Steve Harvey will take care of the door man.  Bob 

suggested that, at the party, we return the focus to volleyball.  Bob said we push all the awards off and we 

don’t recognize the teams and, instead, have more shows.  Bob thinks maybe we should rethink this and cut 



down on numbers we have and instead do team recognition.  Rob said he agrees with what Bob was saying 

and got feedback from last tournament that its bad that the awards are thrown at them and why not do it at the 

party.  Seth suggested recognizing the tournament teams during the party.  Wladimir agrees.  Lew suggests 

starting at 8:45, doing recognition, then start the show.  Wladmir suggests putting up pictures of teams to 

recognize them.  The issue was raised as to whether we should get gifts for the volunteer coaches.  Lew said 

would be nice but means something when it comes from the teams.  Donald mentioned that there are some 

teams with multiple coaches.  Wladimir said it has been a struggle in Division 8 having people volunteer and 

sometimes when they do, they don’t show up.  Lew said he thinks we can do nicely with saying something 

very nice about the coaches and be done with that.  Donald said its something to think about in the future to 

work with the captains to figure out who has coaches to get them something.  Rene agreed with Donald for 

the future.  He believes it is part of our continuing to build our volunteer base.  Josh said the challenge with 

that is that coaches need to be organized in some way.   

c. Summer Season – We have the permits signed for the Summer season.  Tryouts on June 9 for the 4-2 summer 

season.  Will look to do 6 or more seasons in the A and B divisions.  Will be introducing a summer party for 

the summer league.  Seth asked if they will be getting t-shirts.  The summer league will have team t-shirts 

and the shirts, as always, will also be used for Pride.  Josh asked about getting towels for the gym because it 

gets sweaty.  Joe said he would go and get towels.   

d. Website – After discussion last month at the Board meeting, we are putting a hold on the website project and 

trying to re-create Chris Dooley’s proposal so that it is something the League can afford.  It does not appear 

that we can do that while still involving Chris.  Rene asked what the relationship was with Chris and Lew 

said that the committee wants to find an advocate similar to Chris’s initial role, as a volunteer, but it does not 

appear, in the near term, that we can afford to work with Chris. 

e. Friendship Tournaments – Friendship Tournaments have been pretty full.  There was a C division on April 4 

only had 5 teams and the BB was limited, but all others filled up.  Lew asked how much we want to 

micromanage the tournaments, in terms of making sure teams are playing at appropriate levels.  Bob said he 

thinks they have been pretty fair so far. 

f. Pride – Seth reported that Tomny’s contacts with Volkswagon aren’t working out.  Tomny promised will get 

a proposal to the Board by e-mail, including a budget, shortly.      

 

 

VIII. New Business 

 

a. Retreat – Lew would like to again meet with our consultant to think about where the organization structure 

wise should go.  Lew left the room and Rene chaired the meeting.  Rene said similar to what we’ve talked 

about is to do something about how to restructure the Board and possibly have a retreat.  Lew returned and 

resumed chairing the meeting at this point.   

b. Coaching – The idea was raised to have the Power technical director help with training of coaches.  We 

would offer a coaching clinic and captains in the Fall the opportunity to pick the “certified” coaches.  Donald 

agrees and thinks its time for that formal process.  He likes the idea of having them certified.  Seth suggested 

being certified at a particular level.  Josh said he thinks it’s a good idea but in setting it up we would need to 

know what he is going to be teaching.  Joe has two concerns – (a) what is in it for the coaches and (b) what is 

to preclude a captain from not choosing a certified coach.  Certification would be an optional thing and it 

would give the Captains an idea of the level of the coaches. 

c. Skills clinics – Jeff has talked about doing a volleyball camp type thing during August.  Seth thinks it’s a 

great idea.  Billy Bowden arrived at this point.   

d. Fire Island Tournament – Josh said he needs to change the registration form because we are adding two 

courts to add a doubles division capped at 8 teams.  So there will be 12 courts.  The divisions will be:  A 

doubles, A,B, C 4s, A,B,C 6s.  Will be using the community center from 6-10.  Will probably look into 

entertainment, food, etc.   The issue came up about whether or not non-Gotham members should be allowed 

to play in the tournament and how to handle various skill issues.  Josh discussed how to handle it and said 

he’d like to give preference to New York teams first.   

e. Tentative dates – Masters (Golden/Green Apple) III on November 9 and 10
th

, Big Apple 2009 will be April 5 

& 6. 

 

IX. Division Reports 

a. Division 1 – None. 

b. Division 2 – Alan’s team won. 

c. Division 3 – Rene, Joe, Bob, Josh gave the report because their team came in 2
nd

. 

d. Division 4 – None. 

e. Division 5 – None. 



f. Division 6 – Tournament seth will run tournament 

g. Division 7 – None. 

h. Division 8 – Wlad’s team is 2
nd

.   

i. Division 9 – Division 9 LOVES Nick.   

j. Power – Seth noted he was disappointed that Jeff Lipton spent over 3 weeks working with participants in 

Power D, but no time with Power E and Power F despite promises to do so, and Seth questioned why this is 

the case.   

k. Tournaments – None. 

l. Webmaster – None. 

 

X. Announcements – Joe put an offer down on a house in Portchester, NY.  Rob is going to see Cher in Vegas for his 

birthday and his dog is going to be in a commercial.  Wladimir’s house is being painted.  Bob said his team in Baltimore 

beat Come On Rice, he also says we need to deal with the operational issues.  Alan finished in first again.  Sarah has 

nothing important to say.  Lew asked how Sarah got the brusies on her boobs were from gay men.  Donald is teaching a 

class on the fall.  Josh discussed hot LIU volleyball uniforms for the women’s team.  Lew was sworn in as an attorney.  

Lew thanked the Board for the hard work for this year.    

 

Motion (Alan Amechazurra, Joe Hom) – Adjourn – Passed by acclamation.  Meeting adjourned at 9:53 PM. 


